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RICCI-FLAT KÄHLER METRICS ON SYMMETRIC VARIETIES

HASSAN AZAD AND RVOICHI KOBAVASHI

Dedicated to Profeuor MQ./IIaru Takeuchi

ABSTRACT. We prove the existenee of 8. eomplete Rieei-flat Kähler metrie on sym
metrie varieties and describe its asymptotie behavior at infinity.

1. Introduction

(1.1) By asymmetrie variety we mean the eomplexification GO IK C of a Rie
mannian symmetrie space GIK of compaet type. In this paper we study the exis
tenee of G-invariant eomplete Rieei-flat Kähler metrie on symmetrie varieties. Dur
main result is

Theorem. Let COIK C be asymmetrie variety. Then there exists a G-inv~riant

complete Rieci-flat Kähler metne on GO IK C .

The resulting metrie has maximal volume growth (namely Euelidean volume
growth). But, if rank(GIK» 1, curvature deeay does not obey the inverse qua
dratic law. Some of hyper-Kähler examples of complete Rieci-flat Kähler manifolds
in Theorem (1.1) were observed by several authors. Here we mention Calabi [Cl,
Hitchin. et al. [HKLR] and Kronheimer [Kr].

(1.2) There are several motivations for this work.
(1) According to [ALl], all G-invariant strietly plurisubharmonic function f on

GC IK C are qualitatively non distinguishable, namely f is a proper exhaustion func
tion whose critical points oecur only at the unique totally real orbit GIK. It is then
natural to ask how to distinguish these functions. One natural idea is to relate them
with the ce-invariant top degree holomorphie fonn 77. Indeed, if Aaap is a
Ricci-Hat complete Kähler metric in Theorem (1.1), then I\toP

( Aaap) = TJ 1\ 17
holds.

(2) Special types of eomplete noncompact Ricci-flat Kähler manifolds appear
in geometry as building blocks of, or, as bubbles out of, general compact Ricci
Hat Kähler manifolds. So it is natural to construct fundamental building blocks for
these manifolds. H we look at deformation and degeneration of hyper-Kähler metrics
in eompact manifolds, such objects appear naturally. A Lagrangian submanifold
M C X (in the sense of holomorphic symplectie geometry) which can be blown
down to a point is a natural candidate in this eategory. Indeed, the possibility of
being blown down yields many linear ftulctions in a tubular neighborhood of M
in X, which is isomorphie to r· M. Hence M should have plenty of holomorphic
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vector fields. More generally, let M C X be a Lagrangean submanifold of a KäWer
manifold X. Suppose that there meist a subvariety M' C X with dimM' < dimM,
adeformation Jt of complex structures of X and Kähler metrics 9t on (X, Jt}
such that 9t are Ricci-ßat (or more generally Ricei bounded) and that Vol(X,9t)
is constant and Vol(M U M', gt IMUM') goes to zero as t -+ O. Suppose moreover
that the eontraction X/M U M' of M U M' in X (with the eomplex structure Jo) is
realized as a projective variety in sorne projective space. Then, although not clear
at all, it seems plausible that M has many Killing veetor fields with respeet to some
Riemannian metric. Tbus, it is natural that, as a starting point, we consider T* M
with M = GIK asymmetrie space (note that ce/K C is diffeomorpbic to T* M).
We discuss in this paper only the existence problem of Rieci-flat Kähler metrics
(tbe hyper-Kähler strueture on ce IKC wben GIK is Hermitian symmetrie will be
studied in a separate paper).

(3) In [BK1,2] and [TY] the smoothness of the divisor at infinity was assumed.
It is then natural to try to remove this condition. To get a good analytieal feel
ing for the Ricci-flat metric, we start tbe study of this problem with examples of
complements of normal crossing divisors of Fano manifolds with big symmetry. As
complete Ricci-flat Kähler manifolds in [BK2] and [TY] are with inverse quadratic
curvature decay, it is also natural to seek the eonstruction of examples of Rieci-Hat
eomplete Kähler manifolds with maximal volume growth whose eurvature deeay
does not obey the inverse quadratie law.

(1.3) The technieal ingredients of this paper are the canonical compaetification
of symmetrie varieties due to DeConcini-Proeesi [DP] and the analytieal technique
used by Bando and the second author in [BK1,2] to prove the existenee of a eOffi
plete Ricci-ßat Kähler metrie on certain affine algebraie manifolds. In [DP] a GC_
equivariant eompactifieation of ce/K C is construeted. The compactifieation is a
Fano manifold X and the divisor at infinity consists'ofr (r = rank(G/K)) smooth
hypersurfaces D = ur=) Di intersecting transversally. The G-orbits are the affine
parts of Dil ... i" = Dil n··· nDi". Each Di is blown down in X to GO / Pi by a [;C
equivariant birational holomorphic map IIi : X -+ IIi(X), where !. = {i],'" , i k }

and Pi is a parabolic subgroup of Ge determined by 1.. Using these equivariant
blow downs, we eonstruet a background metric f2(dij ) whieh is a complete Kähler
metrie on X - D whose Ricci curvature decays with order like (distanee)-4-eo with
a positive constant Cn dependeng on n only. The proof of Theorem (1.1) is done
by the continuity method. This needs a background metrie. Because we will work
on non-compact spaces, the choice of background metrics is very important to get
good apriori estimates. The main difficulty in the proof of Theorem (1.1) lies in
the procedure of constructing a backgrolllld metric, especially the difficulty eaused
by fact that D is not smooth if rank(GIK) > 1. We Qvercome this difficulty by
introducing a concept of bifurcation of Kähler potentials at Sing(D) (see (5.2.1)
and (5.4.3)) and the existence of CC-equivariant blow downs II i of D i . Bifurcated
Kähler potential will produee linearly independent 111 direction; pointing to infin
ity near Di. The parameters (dij) stand for those involved in the definition of the
backgrotuld metric. Such parameters appear because we construet the background
metrie by considering bifurcation of Kähler potential at auy interseetion Di and the
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bifurcation contains some degree of freedom described by (dij). The existenee of
blowing downs IIi allows us to prove Theorem (1.1) by induction on the rank. Now
almost the same ~alysis as in [BK2] can be applied to solve the Ricci-Bat equation

where TJ is a GC-invariant holomorphic n-form on ceIKC. As the llicci curvature
of f!(dij) decays with order like (distance)-4-en , the function f in the above equa
tion also decays with order like (distance) -2-e". This, with the technique in [BK2] ,
allows us to get apriori deeay estimates for the solution u. More preeisely we will
use the continuity method as in [Y1], [BK2] and [TY]. Applying the Sobolev in
equalities and maximum principle together with decay estimates for /, which follow
from the construction of a good background metric, we get apriori CO and decay
estimates. Then, with the Bochner technique, we derive apriori C 2 estimates. Then
we apply general technique from analysis ([GT]) together with decay estimates of
f to get eklQ ~stimates on appropriate ek,Q space constructed on the basis of the
complete metric !1(dij ). Then the Ascoli-Arzela type argument eompletes the con
tinuity method to show the existenee of a solution to the Ricci-flat equation with
apriori estimates. Thus we can examine the asymptotic behavior of the Rieci-flat
metric via the background metric (see (5.3.11)).

-
(1.4) This paper is organized as folIows. In Chapter 2 we give a lliemannian

geometrie exposition of the Jensen-Lassalle decomposition. This decomposition is
important in describing G-invariant objects defined on c;e IK C . In Chapter 3 we
describe same general properties of G-invariant Kähler metries on GC IK C . In
particular we have emphasized the role of the split torus and the unique totally
real orbit GIK C GC IK C

. Chapter 4 is concerned with Ricci-flat Kähler met
ries on- symmetrie varieties of rank one. Some results of Borel-Hirzebruch [BH] on
representation theory, sufficient for our purposes, are also explained there. Chap
ter 5 is the main part of this paper. Here, after reviewing the DeConcini-Procesi
compactification, we construct a background metric in rank two case in detail. A
similar construction is described for higher rank synunetric varieties, which is com
binatorially more eomplicated hut analytically it is quite similar to the rank two
case. Here a modification of techniques in [BK2] is applied to solve the Ricci-flat
equation. The main arguments of this paper can be described in a more abstract
setting if we replace the group action by the abstract hypothesis on the existence
of Kähler-Einstein metric on Dt ...r, but we did not do so as the conditions are sug
gested naturally in a Lie group theoretic setting. Without Kähler-Einstein condition
at infinity (corresponding to D 1 -_. r ) the problem becomes much harcler analytically
(cf. [K2]).

It is our pleasure to dedicate this paper to Professor Masaru Takeuchi. The
second named author is grateful to Professor Takeuchi for introducing hirn to Kähler
Einstein manifolds when he was a graduate student.
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Notations and Standard Definitions on Symmetrie Varieties

Let G be a compact connected semisimple Lie group and K a elosed subgroup such
that there exists an involutive automorphism 8 of G wi th (G8 )0 C K C G8

. Then the
homogeneous spaee GIK with aG-invariant Riemannian metrie is a Riemannian
symmetrie spa.ce of eompaet type. It is known that this has nonnegative sectional
eurvature. Let 9 denote the Lie algebra of G, e.t.c.. We set I = {X E gj d8(X) =
-X}. Hereafte; we write simply 8 instead of d8 for the differential. The Cartan
decomposition 9 = !f. + I is the decomposition of 9 into ±1 eigenspaces w.r.to the
involutive automorphism 8. Then I is naturally identified with the tangent spaee
of GIK at the origin eo = eK. There is a noneompact semi-simple Lie group G'
with Lie algebra g' = k + iI. The homogeneous space G'IK with a. G'-invariant
Riemannian metrk is a noneompact symmetrie space called the noneompact dual of
GIK. It is known that G'IK has nonpositive sectional curvature. The rank of the
symmetrie spaee is the dimension of a maximal flat totally geodesie submanifold or
equivalently the dimension of a. maximal abelian subspaee of I. Set r = rank(GIK).
Let ce be the complexification of G. Then GC is a reduetive algebraie group. Let
K C be the eomplexification of K in C;O. Hereafter we assume for simplicity that
K C is the largest subgroup of ce with the same Lie algebra. (H it is not the ease,
there exists a largest subgroup KC with the same Lie algebra as K C and so there
is a finite eovering ce IK C -t Ge/ k C . We will study geometry and analysis on
these spaces which are equivariant under this covering.) The noneompact complex
homogeneous spaee ce IK C ia the symmetrie variety assoeiated to the symmetrie
spaee G/ K. This contains GIK and G' / K as real manifolds. In Chapter 2 we
eonsider ceIK C = (G' IK)C and in other ehapters ce IKC = (GI K)c. We extend
8 to an involutive automorphism of c;e and denote it again as 8. Then we have the
Cartan deeomposition gC =kC +1c and 1c is naturally identified with the tangent
space of COIK C at t~ origin eo = eKo with the induced eomplex strueture J.
Let ~ be a maximal abelian subspaee of i1. (In Chapter 2 we will ehange real and
imaginary parts and write it as iQ.) Then the exponential map is a diffeomorphism
of ~ and the eorresponding abelian subgroup A of ce: ~~ A ::::: R r

• Throughout
the paper we assume that GIK is irreducible.
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2. The Jensen-Lassalle Decomposition

(2.1) In this section we deseribe the Jensen-Lassalle decomposition ([FJ], [L])
frow a Riemannian geometrie viewpoint.

(2.2) First we prove a decomposition theorem for non-compact semi-simple Lie
groups by a Riemannian geometrie method. Later we will apply it to the eomplex
ification of a compact group.
Let M = GIK be a Riemannian symmetrie space of non-compact type, i.e., with
nonpositive sectional curvature, and set eo = eK E M. Let u be an involution of G
such that O'(K) C K. Take a point p E M. Now M = GI K is a simply eonnected
Riemannian manifold with nonpositive seetional eurvature. Henee any two points
arejoined by a tUlique geodesie on M. Thus p and O'(p) lie in a unique geodesiejoin
ing p and u(p). Let x be its mid point. Then we have sz(p) = u(p) and sz(x) = x,
where Sr is the geodesie symmetry with center x. Hence we have O'(x) = x. As K
is a maximal eompact subgroup, we have the Cartan decompositioo G = K P. As
this decomposition is unique, we have a unique a E P such that x = a . ~o. Now
0'(x) = x implies 0'(a) = a. The geodesie through p and u(p) is of the form

,(t) = a . exp(tX) . ~o.

Then we have sz(,(t)) = a.exp(-tX)·~o and O'(,(t)) = a·exp(tu(X))·~o. Sinee any
two points are joined by a unique geodesie on a complete Riemannian manifold with
nonpositive sectiooal curvature and 0' is an isometry, we have sz(,(t)) = O'(,(t)).
We thus have u(X) = -X and so

p = ,( -1) = a . exp(X) . ~o

with u(X) - -X and with a . ~o the mid point of p and O'(p). Let 9 = k + p
be the Cartan decomposition at the Lie algebra level. The tangent spa~e TeaM i-;
naturally identified with l!.: Then u is an involution which maps k to itself. Hence

it maps !fl. = P iota p. Let p± be the ±1 eigeospace w.r.to O'. We thus bave
G = exp(~+) . e;p(~-) -:K and-;o

This decompositioo is unique. Indeed, suppose p = ae-x . ~o = a'e-x ' . ~o with
a, a' E exp p+ and X, X' E p-. Then the geodesics ae tX . ~o and a' etX' . ~o pass
through p at t = -1 and bothare mapped to the reverse geodesie via a. So at t = 1
both geodesics pass through a(p). Therefore a . ~o = a' . €o is the mid point of p
and u(p). Hence a = a'. Now from the uniqueness of the Cartan decomposition we
have X = X'. Thus the above decomposition is müque.

(2.3) Now let K be a compact semi-simple Lie group and u an involutive auto
morphism of K. We then have the Cartan decomposition k = I + !!! and K IL is a
compact symmetrie space. Let l!. = ik = i[ + im and extend 0' linearly on~: Then
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p+ = iI and p- = im. Now we apply {2.2} to the non-eompact symmetrie spare
Fee j K. It follows that

K C = K· exp{im) . exp(iI) (unique).

Ir Q. is a maximal abelian subspace in m, then U,ELIQ.I-l = m. Therefore we have

K C = K· exp(im) . exp(iI) (unique)

= K . (UgELg exp( iQ.)g-l) exp(in
= K· exp(iQ.) . LC

.

At the last stage uniquenesa does not hold. But the g-part ia determined in the
following sense: Let NK(A) and ZK(A) be the normalizer and the eentralizer of
A = exp(Q) in K. Then W = NK(A)jZK(A) is the Weyl group of the symmetrie
spaee K/L which is a finite group operating on Q. by eonjugation. It follows that
the g-part of the above deeomposition is determined up to the action of W. Thus
we have proved

Theorem ([FJ], [Ln. Let K IL be a eompact symmetrie space with K a compact
semi-simple Lie group, k = I+m the Cartan deeomposition and f! a maximal abelian
subspace in m. Then

K C = K . exp(iQ) . LC

with Q.-eomponent determined in the lollowing sense: koeH . 9 = k~eH' . g' implies
H' = wH for some w E W. Equivalently, the correspondence

koeH . 9 Mo H

defines a dijJeomorphism
K\KC

/ L C ~ W\g.

The deeomposition in Theorem (2.3) is ealled the Jensen-Lassalle deeomposition,
which is a sort ofpolar decomposition (!!-part is the radial part). Theorem (2.3) will
be important in the deseription of the geometry of the symmetrie variety K C / L C

and its compactification. The following eorollary is true for general homogeneous
spaces ([MD hut is a direct consequenee of Theorem (2.3) if GIK is asymmetrie
space.

Corollary. The correspondenee

KXLim~Kc/Lc, (ko,v)Mokoev·~o

defines a G-equivariant dijjeomorphism lrom the eotangent bundle 01 K / L to K C / LO.

(2.4) The importanee of the abelian part Q. in the study of geometry and analysis
on symmetrie varieties is evident from Theorem (2.3). For instance, applying this,
the following theorem ia proved in [ALl].

Theorem. There exists a natural one-to-one eorrespondenee between the space 01
all G-invariant plurisubharmonic lunetions (resp. G-invariant strictly plurisubhar
monie lunetions) on K C / LC and the spaee 01 all W -invariant eonvex functions
(resp. W -invariant strictly convex lunetions) on i!!.
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3. Invariant Kähler Metrics on Symmetric Varieties

(3.1) In this seetion we diseuss general properties of G-invariant Kähler metrics
on asymmetrie variety ce/K C associated to the Riemannian symmetrie space
GIK of eompaet type.

(3.2) Let n = dimc ceIKO.

Lemma. Suppose K is conneeted. Then there exists, up to a multiplicative con
stant, a unique GO -invariant holomorphie n-form '1 on the symmetrie variety ce IK C .

Proof. Let n = dim(G/ K). Now K operates on 1\n Teo (G/ K) whieh is l·dimensional.
Sinee K is compact and connected, it operates trivially in any real 1-dimensional
spaee. Henee K operates triviallyon 1\ n Teo (GIK) @R C = 1\n ( GC / K C ), so by
analytic continuation K C operates triviallyon 1\n(GO IKC ). Hence any non-zero
element of 1\n Teo(ac / K C ) extends to give ace-invariant holomorphic n-fonn.
q.e.d.

Corollary. Lef ce/K C be any symmetrie variety. Then there exists, up to a

_multiplicative eonstant, a unique Rieei-ftat volume form on c;o /KC.

Proof; There exists 8. covering CO IKf -t ce/K C such that K 1 is connected in G.
Although a holomorphie n-fonn does not descend to GC / K C , the Ried-Hat volume
form '1/\ r, certainly does. q. e.d.

(3.3) Let 1be a W-invariant strictly convex funetion on A and / the G-inVariant
strictly plurisubharmonic ftulction on GC

/ K C defined by

/(gO exp(H) . ~o) = 1(H).

Let w = .;=raa/ be the associated Kähler form.
..... ..... .....

Lemma. Let / and / be as aoove. Assume that / > O. If lid/li :::; c/ with some
positive- constant c outside 0/ a compaet set, then the Kähler metrie w = ddc / is
complete.

Proof. For any orthononnal system (eI,' .. , e2n) of tangent veetors we have d/ =
2::~1 d/(edei and dC

/ = 2:7~1 d/(edJet. It is shown in [AL] that / attains its
minimum value along the totally real orbit GIK and it has no other critical points.
So d/ never vanishes outside of GIK. Tbus we can set el = grad / I II grad /11 outside
of GIK . We can extend this to an orthonormal system (e1, J el , . .. , en, Jen) at a
point p. Tben we have

2n

ddc
/ = L e; 1\ Je; ;::: e~ 1\ Je~

i=1

_ d/ 1\ dC
/ > _I d/ 1\ dC

/

- IId/1l2 - 2c /2'

Let c(t) be a differentiable curve parametrized by its arclength t. It follows that

t = 1t

ylg(c'(t),c'(t))dt ~ c- 11t

lId/(c'(t))1I dt
o 0 /(c(t))

1
t d

;::: c- I
0 dt log/(c(t)) = c-1(10g/(c(t)) -log/(c(O))).
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It is shown in [ALl] that any G-invariant plurisubharmonic function is a proper
exhaustion function. If c(t) is a divergent curve, then f(c(t)) -+ 00 a.s t -+ 00. Thus
c(t) is defined on the whole half line [0,00). Hence w = ddcf is complete. q.e.d.

(3.4) Let w = ddcf be as in (3.3).

Lemma (cf.[AL2]). The totally real orbit GIK and the orbit 0/ the non-compact
torus A are orthogonal relative to w.

Proof. Let p E A c ce IKO be a point on the totally real orbit GIK. Let 11" : CO -+
GC IK C be the projection. We claim that it suffices to prove 7r·W = 0 on G· p (the
G-orbit of p in ceIK C ). Indeed, take two tangent vectors X, Y E Tp ( ce IK C

)

such that X E Tp (G . p) and Y E A . p. Let 9 be the Rlemannian metric defined by
w. Then g(X, Y) = w(X, JY) and both X and JY are tangent to the G-orbit. So
we get the claim. Now we work on GC • Set f· = 11". f. We show that a = 0 on G· p.

Indeed, let X be any vector tangent to G· p. Then we have a(X) = df(JX). Now
f is aG-invariant plurisubharmonic function. It is shown in [ALl] that f assumes
its minimum on the totally real orbit. Hence df· = 0 on G . p. This implies a = 0
on G· p. Let i : G· p -+ ce be the inclusion. Then

q.e.d.

(3.5) Let r be the complex conjugation on ceIK C . Suppose that a Käbler metric
w on ce IKC has a < G, r >-invariant Kähler potential j. Then

Lemma. The totally real orbit GIK in ceIK C is totally geodesie.

Proof. Theorem (2.3) implies that r is an anti-holomorphic involution

g(exp H) . ~o ~ g(exp( -H)) . €o.

We show that this is an isometry. It suffices to show g(r.u, r.u) = g(u, u) for
u E Tp(G· p) orthogonal to the Ac-orbit. Let übe a smooth extension of u. As f is
invariant under r, we have

g(r.u, r.u) = ddc f(r.u, Jr.u)

= -T.U· df(ü) - Ju' dj(T.(JU)) - df(r.(J[ü,JU]))

= -u· df(ü) - Ju' dj(Jü) - df(J[ü, JU])

=g(u,u).

Hence r is an isometry. As the totally real orbit GIK is pointwise fixed by the
isometry T, it is totally geodesie. q. e.d.

(3.6) It is a natural question to ask whether Lemma (3.4) holds for any G-orbit
G· p and A~orbit through p E A. Although these orbits are always transversal, the
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answer turns out to be not true. Namely, let pE A and suppose pis not on the to
tally real orbit G/ K. Then the G-orbit G· p and A· eo is not (in general) orthogonal.

Example. We examine this on the 2-dimensional affine quadrie M defined by
the equation zl + zi + zi = 1 in C3. This is asymmetrie variety associated to
82 = S03/802 • Then the totally real orbit is the 2-sphere given by the equation
IZl]2 + lz212 + IZ312 = 1 in M. The restrietion of the Hat metric of C 3 is an 80(3)
invariant complete Kähler metric on M. Take a point p = t( V2, i, 0) E M outside of
the totally real orbit. As a vector tangent to the A-orbit through p, we ean take the
vector VA = t(O, 0, 1) obtained by applying the infinitesimal transformation defined
by

( ~ ~ ~)
o -i 0

and as a vector tangent to the G-orbit we can take the vector va = t(O, 0, -V2)
obtained by the infinitesimal transformation defined by

(~ ~ ~).
-1 0 0

These tangent vectors VA and Va are not orthogonal. This can be understood
by looking at a picture (see Figure 1). The intersection with M and the sphere
IZll2 + IZ212 + jza[2 = r 2 is a 2-sphere when r = 1 but if r > 1 the intersection
is an 5 1-bundle on B2 (this is P3(R)) which is realized in 55 as a 3-dimensional
submanifold and B2 is realized aB the locus of the center of the 8 1 fibers. Tangent
vectors not orthogonal to the A-direetion will appear as a direction tangent to the
newly b?rn Sl-direction.

(3.7) It is also a natural question whether the A-orbit A . eo is totally geodesie
or not. The answer turns out to be no. This is essentially because G-orbits are not
orthogonal to A-orbits at points p E A outside of the totally real orbit. Indeed, pick
such a point p aIld two vectors X, Y E Tp (A). Extend X, Y smootWy as tangent
vector fields of the A-orbit. Let Z E 9 and let V be the infinitesimal transformation
defined by Z. Then V is tangent to the G-orbit. Extend X, Y to smooth veetor fields
in a neighborhood of p by applying exp(tZ) which maps A . eo to (exp(tX))A . eo
isometrically. Let a be the second fundamental form of A . ~o. Then at p E A we
have

2(a(X, Y), V) = g(VTxY, V) + g(VTyX, V)

= Xg(Y, V) - g(Y, '\I X V) +Yg(X, V) - g(X, '\Iy V).

As ~Y' and Y are extended by the I-parameter subgroup generated by V, we have
[V, ..'\] = [V, Y] = O. This implies VT X V = VTvX and VTy V = \7vY and so
g(Y, V' X V) +g(X, \7yV) = Vg(X, Y)) = O. Hence we have

2(a(X, Y), V) = X g(Y, V) + Yg(X, V).

If V is not orthogonal to the A-orbit, this certainly does not vanish identically.
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(j5
)

FIGURE 1. Creation of new direetion near the to
tally real orbit

4. Rieei-Flat Kähler Metries on Symmetrie Varieties of Rank One

(4.1) We deseribe the strueture of symmetrie varieties of rank one and their
eompaetifieations explieitly. The eompaet symmetrie spaees of rank one are the
n-spheres, the projeetive spaees over the real, complex and quaternion fields and
the Cayley projeetive plane.

As symmetrie spaees G/K, these are sn = SO(n+ 1)/SO(n), Pn(R) = SO(n+
1)/S(O(n - 1) X 0(1)), Pn(C) = SU(n + l)IS(U(n) X U(l)), Pn(H) = Sp(n +
1)1Sp(l) X Sp(n) and P 2 (Cay) = F./Spin(9). Geometrie models of the natural
complexifieations GC / K C of the above spaces are the affine quadrie AQn in C n

1

the eomplement of the smooth quadrie Qn-l in Pn(C), the complement of the hy
persurfaee H = {{[z], [w))j l: ZjWj = O} C Pn(C) X Pn(C), the eomplement of the
subvariety formed by degenerate two-planes in Grass2,2n(C) (with respect to a fixed
sympleetic fonn on C 2n ), respectively. Here is a list of CO -equivariant compactifi
cations of rank one symmetrie varieties ([Ah}). All of them are of the form H C 1P,
HO being a reduetive (in fact semi-simple) algebraic group and P a parabolic sub
group of HO. In the following table, Al denotes a Riemannian symmetrie space of
compact type, ){ = HO / P the equivariant compactification of the associated sym
metrie variety where P is the corresponciing parabolic subgroup. Up to conjugacy,
paraholic subgroups P of a simple group are in one to one correspondence with
subsets P(L:) of the narles of the Dynkin diagram (i.e., with the subsets of the set
of simple roots). In the following table, we indicatc the simple root (the node of the
Dynkin diagram) omitted by the corresponding parabolic subgroup.

Let us review the computatian of H'2 (HO / P) following [BH] (H being a compact
Lie group and P any parabolic subgronp of HO). Recall that if He is a reductive
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TABLE 1. Compactifieation of
rank one symmetrie varieties

Wo = ~ddc log lI<Po11 2

2rr

descends to a (l,l)-fonn on HO / P. We denote this by Wo again. For a root a let
Lo be the subgroup generated by the root groups U±o. Let ~o = eP. If 0' E S - rr
then Po = Lo . eo ,...., PdC). A computation shows that

group and B a Borel subgroup, TO C B a Cartan subgroup and S the eorresp~nding

simple system ofroots, then a parabolic subgroup (B C)P is completely specificd by
choosing a subsystem rr C S. Denoting the root group corresponding to a root Q' by
Uo, one knows that P is generated by Un, U-o and B (0' E rr). Let {wo, a E S} be
the set of fundamental dominant weights and {Po} the irreducible representations of
HO with highest weight wo' Choosing a norm invariant under a maximal compact
subgroup H of H C and a highest weight vector vo, let tPo be the function on H C

defined"by 4>o(g) = Po(g)vo (g E HO). Now by (AL2J, if 0' E S - rr, the nonnegative

(l,l)-fonn

Let L be the maximal reductive subgroup of P cantaining TC. The group B n L is
a Borel subgroup of L and the simple system of raots of the pair (B n L~ TC) defines
the corresponding subsystem rr of S. \Ve have P = L . Ru(P) where Ru(P) is the
wlipotent radical of P and hence a cell (the Lie algebra of Ru(P) is generated by
the foot vectors "Xo with a a positive root which is not supported by 1T. i.e., not
orthogonal to all raots in S - rr). \Ve have 1T"dP) = 1T"J (L). Finally L = Z(L)L', the
derived group L' being semi-simple. Hence 1T"] (L) = 1T"1 (Z(L)) = zdim Z(L). Naw
dim( Z (L)) is equal to the cardinali ty of S - 1T". In our case HO is semi-simple.
As rrdHC ) = 1T"2(HC ) = 0 we have H'l.(HC /P) = 1T"2(Hc /P} = 7t")(P). Hence
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H 2(H C / P) = ?Tl (P) = zcard(S-1I'). Thus the forms {Wa }aES-1I' are independent
generators of HJR(HC / P). Let X be a character of P and

Lx = HO Xx C

= (HC X C)/{(g,v) f"oJ (gx,X(X)-IV); x E P}

the corresponding line bundle. The character X of the Cartan subgroup rc is a
character of P if and only if (X, 0) = 0 far Va E ?T. Set ä = ~. Then we have\a,aj
the ehern dass formula far Lx:

cI(Lx) = L (-X,ci)[wa ].

aES-1I'

Hence if (- x, Ci) > 0 far all 0 E S - ?T, then Lx is ample. Let X be the SUffi of all
roots in the unipotent radical Ru(P) of P. Then the Chern dass formula for H C / P
teils us that the anticanonical bundle is given by

Kii~/p = L-x

and we have from [BH, p.512] that (X, ä) > 0 for VA E S - 1r and (X, a) = 0 for
Va E ?T. Hence

cI(HC /P) = L (X,ä)[wa ].

aES-1I'

Thus the anticanonical bundle of H C
/ P is ample. On the other hand, if K is con

nected any GC-invariant holomorphic n-form on ce/K C extends meromorphically
to the compactificatian X = HC / P. Hence Cl (X) = a[D] with some a E Z (if K is
connected). The computation of a can be done if we write [D] in terms of [wal and
compute the values of Pa . D and Pa . Cl (X) for a suitable a. The computation is
simple in the dassical case. The case that M = Pn(R) is essentially the same as
M = sn because the double covering sn -4 Pn(R) extends to the double covering
AQn -4 Pn(C) - Qn-l. For the exceptional cases, we refer to the description of
the roots given in [Sp] and apply [ABS, Lemma 2.1] (we have a > 1 simply beeause
E6 contains As as a subsystem). In any ease we have a > 1.

(4.2) We quote the following existence theorem for eomplete Ried-Rat Kähler
metries.

Theorem ([BK2],[TY]). Let X be a Fano manifold and D a smooth hypersur
face in X. Suppose that Cl (X) = a(D] with Q 3 a > 1 and that D admits a
Kähler-Einstein metne. Then X - D admits a complete Ricci-fiat Kähler metne
01 asymptotieally fiat geometry in the sense 01 [BK2].

(4.3) Let C C / K C be asymmetrie variety of rank one and X = H C / P its com
pactification as in (4.1). Then X is a Fano manifold and D = H C / P - GC / K C

is a smooth hypersurfaee. In (4.1) we have shown that ct{X) = a[D] with a > 1.
Hence we have the following theorem.
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TASLE 2. The value of a

13

Theorem. There exists aG-invariant camplete Rieci-fiat Kähler metne on any
rank one symmetrie vanety. The resulting metne has asymptotieally fiat geometry

in the sense 0/ [BK2J.

Proof. We follow (BK2J. First we construet a background metric w such that
(i) w is a complete Kähler metric on X - D,
(ii) w n = ef Tl A ij (Tl A ij being ace-invariant Ricci-flat volume form as in Corollary
(3.2)) with f = 0(110'11 2 ), where D = (u)o and I1 . 1I is a suitable Hermitian metric
on LJx(D).
This implies that there exists a q < n such that f E Lq with respect to the metric
w. Indeed, we have Q' > n + 1 for symmetrie varieties of rank oue (in fact, by (KO],
we always have a ~ n + 1 for any pair of (X, D) where X is a Fano manifold and
D is a divisor with et{X) = a[D], and a = 1 if and only if (X, D) is isomorphie to
the hyperplane section (pn, pn-l )). On the other hand, in order that

J
[. dr

Ifl qwn
::; Jo r2cr-2q-l < 00

holds! we must have q ;?: a - 1. As a < n + 1, we certainly have a q < n such that
fE Lq.

Now a compact group G operates on X - D. It is easy to see that one can
construct the above w so that
(iii) w is G-invariant.
Here one remark is in due. In [BK2J, we used a solution of the following equation
to eonstruet w wi th the property that f := log "wl\"" = 0 (110" 11 ~ ) :

6 0s + (a - 2)s = "'0,

with s unknown and So a given and G-invariant, where the Laplacian operates on
sections ofthe canormal btmdleof D, and Cl (X) :::: a[DJ. But this equation is clearly
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G-invariant and we get a G·invariant solution. Thus we get such w satisfying the
above three conditions.

Then we consider the following Mong~Ampere equation

(w + J=I88u)n = e-fwn.

It is proved in [BK2] that this equation has a solution with apriori decay estimates
for u. In particular, we have the estimate of the form

sup lul ::; C(ll/llq, 11/11(0)
where the right hand side is a quantity depending only on (X - D,w), 1I/Ilq and
1111100, where Il/llq is same LLnonn of 1 with q < n. Let 9 E G. Then ug (*) =
u(g(*)) is also a solution of the same equation. Since w is G-invariant, U g has the
same decay condition as the original u. Now we consider W u = w + Aaau as a
background metric. Then u g - u satisfies the Monge-Ampere equation

(wu + Aaä(ug - u))n = w:(= 71/\ il).

Since u satisfies apriori estimates, w +A88u is a complete Kähler metric asymp·
totically equal to w. Now the apriori estimates in [BK2] applied to the above
Mong~Ampere equation show u g - U == O. q.e.d.

(4.4) We give an explicit invariant Ricci-flat Kähler metric on the affine quadric
AQn = SOn+l(C)/SOn(C). Suppose that AQn is defined by the equation (z, z) =
zr + z~ + ... + z~ = 1 in cn+l. It follows from Lemma (3.2) that the 50n+1(C)
invariant holomorphie n-fonn on it is given by

n+l
~ ·1 ...

t] = L.,..( -1)'- zidz1 /\ ••• /\ dZ i 1\ •.. /\ dzn+1 •

i=1

Introduce a radial variable x on AQn by putting

sinhx = (lIzll:-1) ~

Then x is SOn+l (R)-invariant. We seek an invariant Rieei-flat Kähler metric in
the form Aa8ljJ(z), where ljJ(z) depends on x only. Set 1jJ(z) = g(x). Then the
Ricci-flat condition (Aaati'(z))n = Kf}Ä il becomes

g"{x)(g'(x))n-l = K(sinh2x)n-l

where K is an arbitrary positive constant. One can salve this equation explicitly.
The result is

1

,p(z) = g(x) with g'(x) = (1% nK(sinh2W-1dt) ..

It is easy to verify the condition in Lemma (3.3). So the metric Aaäti'{z) is
complete.

Stenzel [St] constructed Ricci-flat Kähler metrics on rank one symmetrie varieties
from a view point somewhat different from ours.
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5. Rieei-Flat Kähler Metries on Symmetrie Varieties of Higher Rank

5.1. Review of DeConeini-Proeesi Compaetißcation

(5.1.1) For general information on Lie group theory, we refer to (HIJ and (Sp1J.
Let GIK be a eompact symmetrie space and c;eIK C be the associated symmetrie
variety. We assume that K is eonneeted and K C is the largest subgroup of GC

with Lie algebra kC
. The Killing form on gC is aC-linear symmetrie bilinear form

(".) which is invariant under (J and Ad(cC) and negative definite on g. We extend

if! to a Cartan subalgebra t of 9: Now tC = ~ + tf (tl = if!) aec~rding to the
(±l)-eigenspaces of (J and it is (J-stable. So (J operates on roots. The roots take real
values 00 it l . We eall thie iodueed set ~ of root system the restrieted roots. Let
VI, ..• ,Vr be a basis of itl and Vr+t, •.. a b8Bis of it,. Set Wt,' .. , Wr, Wr+l,' ..

to be the dual basis. The lexieographie ordering induees an order on the roots,
namely, W = l: aiWi is positive if the first nonzero ai is positive. Now if v E itt

then 8(v) = -v. Suppose a is a positive root and aB # a, i.e., a{vd # 0 for
some Vi E ih. -Then the first nonzero a(vd is positive. So there is a system of
positive roots q.+ such that a E ~+ and 0' "t- 0 on itt imply 0 6 E q.-. We have a

dec0I!!position
~± = ~~ U ~t

where 4»~ = {a E ~±; alte = O} and ~t = ~± - ~~. We fix such a system of
-1 _

positive roots. Let B be the eorresponding Borel subgroup and U the unipotent
subgroup generated by the root subgroups Uo (0' E q.l), ~ = ~o U ~1 the set of
simple roots, where

~o = {a E ~j alte = O}, ~t = ~ - ~o.
-1

Set
ßo = {ßt,··· ,ßA:}, ~t = {al,'" , aj}.

The choice of the positive roots ~+ induees a ehoice of positive roots ~+ in the
restrieted root system and the set t~q maps anto the simple roots in ~+. One can
order 0'],' .• , Qj so that O:j - o:~ are mutually distinct for j ~ r and for all i > I

there is an index s ~ r such that O:i - uf = 0' .. - a~. We call 0'" = ~(u" - a~)
(s ::; r) the restricted simple roots.

The flUldamental weights fonn the dual basis of the simple coroots

{ßt,"· ,!Jkjat,··· ,aj},

where Ä = ({~)' with respect to the Killing form. Let

Wt,'" ,Wj;(t,'" ,(A:

be the set of the fWldamental weights, where

(w",,ßd = 0, (w .. ,ä,) = J"t

and similarly for ( .. 'so Then by (DP,pp.5-6J there exists a permutation ii of order 2
on the indices {1, . .. , j} detennined by

B
Wi = -wS(i)'
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Definition. A dominant weight ,,\ = l: niWi is special (resp. regular) if ni = nS(i)

or equivalently ,,\8 = -,,\ (resp. Vni # 0).

(5.1.2) Let V be an irredueible representation of ce with highest weight A. If P
is a parabolie subgroup which is the stabilizer of the line in P(V) generated by the
highest weight vector, ce/P is the unique closed orbit in P(V). The pull-baek of
0(1) on Ge/ P via the projeetion ce/B --* ce/P is a holomorphie line bundle L
on GC / B and the space HO(CO / B, Lt the dual of the space of the global sections
is isomorphie to the representation space V. Conversely suppose we are given a
weight A. Then A exponentiates to a ehara.cter of the Cartan subgroup TC (corre
sponding to Ü and this canonical1y extends to a chara.cter of B. We then have a
holomorphic line bundle LA on ce/B. If ,,\ is dominant, then the Borel-Weil theory
[B] implies that Hi(CC /B,L_>..) = 0 for i > 0 and VA = HO(GC /B,L_>..)* is a
finite dimensional irreducible representation of ce with highest weight "\. We are
interested in vectors fixed by K C and their expressions in weight vectors. These
are described in (5.1.3)-(5.1.5).

(5.1.3)

Proposition ([DP]). Let"\ be a dominant weight and V>.. the corresponding rep
resentation 0/ ce with highest weight A. Let V>..K be the vector subspace 0/ the
K C -invariant vectors. Then dirn V>..K :::; 1 and Vf t 0 only i/ Aisspecial.

(5.1.4) For!-l E (tP)*, define'ii E (1C )* by setting 'iil~ = O. Helgason [H2, Section

3] determined all special weights ,,\ with V>..K # 0:

Theorem ([H2]). The set At 0/ all special weights A with V>..K t 0 is given by

There/ore At is contained in the positive lattice genemted by Wi (i/9(i) = i) and

!(Wi - wS(i») (i/8(i) # i). Hence, i/ r = rank(G, K),

r

Al ={E ni/-li}
i=t

with Vni ~ 0 and /-li = Wi or 2wi (resp. ~(Wi - Wi(i») or Wi - wi(i»)' The weight

L:~=l ni!-li E At is regular i/ and only i/ Vni > O.

(5.1.5) Now we are ready to express the vector in Vx fixed by K C in tenns of
weight vectors.

Proposition ([DP]). Let X be a regular special weight contained in At, Vx the cor
responding irreducible representation 0/ ce with highest weight X and h a nonzero
element 0/ Vx fixed under K C . Then h is unique up to scalar multiplication and
can be normalized to be
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with V x a highest weight vector in Vx and Zi 's weight vectors having distinct weights
01 the lorm X - 2l::=1 n ..a", ni nonnegatiue integers. Moreover one can assume
that the vectors Zl, ••• ,Zr haue weight X - 201, ... ,X - 20 r •

(5.1.6) In (5.1.6)·(5.1.8) we deseribe the DeConcini-Procesi eompactification {DP]
of symmetrie varieties. Dur description is quite restricted but we describe all its
properties which are necessary to prove the existence of a Rieci-flat Kähler metric.
Let !J.t,'" ,!J.r (r = rank(G/K)) be dominant weights as in Theorem (5.1.4). Let
(pi, V~i) be the corresponding irreducible representations and (hi] the KC-invariant
line in V~i' Let X = l:~=l !J.i. Then the representation ~r=l V~i contains the highest
weight X and the line 1generated by ~r=lhi is fixed under K C . As K C is a maximal
group with the same Lie algebra, if K C fixes a line I, then Stab(l) is either KC or
e;c. Now e;c operates non-trivially and so the stabilizer of 1 is just K C .

Definition. The DeConeini·Procesi compactification (or the canonical compaetifi
cation) 01 the symmetrie uariety GC/ KC is the elosure 01 the ce -orbit 0/ {~r=l hi]
under the projeGtiuized representation

(P (®i=l Px), P(~i=lV~i))'

This is contained in the image of the the natural imbedding of the produet rep
resentation

r r

(TI P(P~i)' TI P(V~i))
i=l i=l

ioto P(~r=l V~;).

Let X be the DeConcini-Proeesi eompactification of ce/K C . They prove in
[DP, Theorem 3.1, Lemma 4.1] that X has the following properties.
(i) X is a unique ac-equivariant eompactifieation.
(ii) D := X - ce/K C eonsists of r smooth hypersurfaees D1 ,· .• ,Dr with at worst
simple normal crossings.
(iii) Y := nr=l Di is the unique closed ce-orbit in X which is isomorphie to GC

/ p
where P is the parabolie subgroup assoeiated to the set ~o, Le., the parabolie
subgroup generated by B and U±a (0 E ~o), whieh is the stabilizer of the line
generated by tbe highest weight veetor ~r=lV~i eorresponding to the highest weight

X = l:~=1 !J.i·
(iv) the ce-orbit are just

All these properties are examined by looking at the operation of e~c = AC.
Indeed, let h = ®r=lh~i' Then, it follows from Proposition (5.1.5) that t E AC
operates on h a.s
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In affine coordinates this is

We have (essentially from the above observations) the following description of an
affine covering of X "centered at infinity"Y: There exists an open affine set V in
X such that
(a) V ~ c r X U (U being the unipotent group generated by Uo for 0 E ~~),

(b) (Cr x U) n (X - CO /KC) is characterized by the condition that at least one of
the first r coordinates is zero,
(c) X = UgEGcg(Cr X U) gives an affine covering of X. In particular, U is a cell
and gives a loeal coordinate system for Y.

(5.1. 7) We give here the canonical bUDdle fOrDlula for X. It follows from the
description of H 2 (GO / P) (Y = CO /P) in Chapter 4 and the injectivity of the
Chern dass map H 1(Y, 0*) -+ H 2 (y; Z) that Pic(Y) ia isomorphie to the lattice
spanned by the fundamental weights relative to the simple roots in 4»1. On the other
hand, it ia proved in [DP, Proposition 8.1] that the restriction

Pic(X) -+ Pic(Y)

is injective. Note that each special (resp. regular special) weight defines a homoge
neous line bUDdle (resp. homogeneous ample line bundle) on Y. Therefore Pic(X)
is identified with a sublattice L of the above lattice. Thus the set of all regular spe·
cia! weights ia contained in L and each regular special weight ..\ defines a projective
imbedding of X and hence Y in P(V,\). For each ..\ E L write L,\ for the correspond
ing line bundle on X. The line bUDdle L_>. on X (and Y) ia the hyperplane bundle
0(1) with respect to the imbedding of X (and Y) in P(V>.). It follows from the
explicit description of the natural embedding TC -+ TC . p that 20i = 0i - of E L
and L-2Cii "J O(Dd ([DP, Corollary 8.2]). Set J.l = L:oE4tt o. Since J.l is a regular
special weight ([DP, Lemma 6.1]), we have J.l E L. Then we have

Lemma. The anticanonieal bundle K X1 0/ X is isomorphie to the line bundle
eOJTesponding to -(Jl + L:;=l (Oi - on) E L.

Remark. By [DP, Proposition 8.4], any line bundle corresponding to -(J-L + ,) is
ample for any dominant weight , E L. Hence the DeConcini-Procesi compactifica
tion X is a Fano manifold, i.e., K xt is ample.

Proof 0/ Lemma (5.1.7). The result is a consequence of the following five facts:
(i) the adjunction fOrDlula, i.e.,

KX1lY = K y1 0 0i=1 [Dill y )

(ii) Y = ce/P where P is a parabolic subgroup generated by B and U±a (0 E 6 0 ),

(iii) the Chern dass formula on Y:

Ct(Y) = L (X,ö)[wa ],

oE~-~o
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x being the SlUD of all roots in the unipotent radical of P,
(iv) the injectivity of the ehern dass map H 1(Y, 0·) -+ H 2 (y; Z), which is a con
sequence of H 1(Yj Z) = 0 (since Y is a Fano manifold),
(v) the injectivity of Pic(X) -+ Pic(Y).
Indeed, (i),(ii) and (iii) imply that the line bundle Kx11y has the correct Chern
dass and so, by (iv), corresponds to the correct weight. The result now follows
from (v). q.e.d.

(5.1.8) Let X and Di'S be as in (5.1.7). Then in X the only irreducible ce-stable
subvarieties are of the form D iti2 ".i,. = Dit n Di2 n ... n D ilo for {i}, i2 ,'" ,il;} C
{1, 2,,,, ,r}. DeConcini and Procesi [DP, pp.l7-19 and Theorem 5.2] determined
the structure of the CC·stable subvarieties in X. This result will be most important
in our analysis of Monge-Ampere equation, because it allows us to use induction on
r = rank(G/K). Let JJi'S be as in Theorem (5.1.4).

Theorem ([DP]). Let {i1 , i2 ,'" ,i.;} be a subset 01 {I, 2," . ,r} and let DiI".i,. be
the corresponding e;c -stable subvariety 01 X. Let PiI ... i,. be the pambolie subgroup
associated to the weight jJi1 i 2 ".i,. = jJiI + jJi2 + ... + J-Li,. (i. e. J generated by Band
the root subgroups U±a lor roots a with (a, I-' i 1 i 2 " .i,.) = 0). Th en the re is a Cc_
equivariant fibration

with fibers isomorphie to the eanonical eompaetification 01 the symmetrie variety

01 rank r - k, where Li l i2 ".i,. is the semi-simple part 01 the Levi subgroup 01 Pit i 2 ."i,.

and Ki 1 i2 ... i ,. = Li 1 i 2 ".i,. n K C
.

In Theorem (5.1.8) the fiber of the fibration IIiI i2 ".i,. in the GO-orbit Oi1 i 2 ... ilr

is the symmetrie variety Li 1 i 2 ••• i,. / Ki 1 i 2 ."i,.. H {i}, i 2 , ... ,i,l:} = {l, 2, ... ,r} then
P1,2".r = P, i.e., the parabolic subgroup generated by B and U±a for a E .60 •

The proof of Theorem (5.1.8) in [DP, Theorem 5.2] goes as folIows. Set 1-'1 =
I-' i I + ... + J-Li ll and 1-'2 = I-'it + ... + I-' j" where j], . .. ,jI are the eomplement of
i 1 ,'" ,i,l:. Then the canonieal compactification X is imbedded in P(Vp1 ) x P(VW:3)'
Let II t be the projection onto the first factor. It is GC-equivariant and maps onto the
closure of the orbit of the point [h pl ] E P(Vp1 ). It is shown in [DP,Lemma 5.1] that
II t (Di 1 i, ... i,.) is equal to the unique closed orbit in II1(X), i.e., ce/Pt with PI the
parabolie subgroup stabilizing tbe line generated by the highest weight veetor in Vp1 •

This is the fibration stated in Theorem (5.1.8). Let ~ be the eompaetifieation of

tbe maximal torus AC in X. Ifwe set ~"'i" = Dit ... i ,. n:;rc, then its G-translations
are the eompaetification of the maximal torus of fibers Li 1 ... i ,. / Ki1".i,.. This shows
that the rank of the fiber is r - k.

Proposition. The holomorphic map II t : X -+ IIt{X) is a Ge .equivariant blow

ing down 01 the subvariety Diti2 ... i ,. along the fiber 01 the fibration III1Dil;~r'ill :
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Di1 i, ... i,. --t ce/Pt. In particular, II t induces an isomorphism on the comple.me.nt
01 Dhi,,,.ilt and maps Di1 i,,,.i,, to the. subuariety ce/ Pt in II t (X).

Proof. The holomorphic map TI t is induced from the projection P(V~l) x P(VIJ,) --t
P(VIJ1 ) of projective representations of ce. Hence II t : X --t II(X) is CC
equivariant. We examine the fiber of the map II t : X --t II t (X) outside of the
unique closed orbit ce/Pt C II t (X). In doing so it suffices to examine the fiber
passing through a point hjlh... j, in ea.ch ce-orbit 0itj, ...j,. We use V = cr X U
as coordinate system. Then we mayasStulle that the point hith."jr in the ce-orbit
Ojlh ...j, has Cr-coordinates Zj = 0 if j E {j},j2"" ,j/} and Zj = 1 if otherwise.
Now it is clear that the fiber of II t = IIi l i, ...i,. passing through hiIj, ... j, consists of
one point if {it, i2 ,'" il:} =I {jI,j2,'" ,j/}. q.e.d.

(5.1.9)
Example. The most familiar example of the canonical compactification of sym·
metric varieties appears in rank two case. It is the space X of pairs (C, C') of a
plane quadric C C P 2 and its dual C' in the dual projective space P;. The space
of smooth plane quadries is the symmetrie variety SL3(C)/ S03(C) and X is its
canonical compactification. The space of all quadratic equations defined on P2 is
naturally identified wi th P 5 and the space of singular quadrics are parametrized by
a cubic hypersurface D t = Sym2(P2), which is singular along the Veronese surface
(the image of the diagonal) representing double lines. Blowing up the Veronese
surface yields the canonical compactification X and the hypersurface D 2 as the ex
ceptional divisor of the blow up. Let D t denote the strict transfonn of the original
D t • It is easy to check D t n D2 = P(TP 2 ) which has two SL3 (C)-equivariant
fibrations, one is dual to the other:

defined by (l, p) ....-+ p and (l, p) ....-+ {ll, respectively, where p E P 2 is a point and laHne
through p determining a direction in TpP. The fiber structures II i : Di -t ce/Pi on
Di 's are interpreted geometrically via the above fibrations as follows. The fiber of the
fibration Dt -t ce/Pt l'"oJ P 2 is P2 which parametrizes those singular conies C C P 2
whose double point lies in a fixed point (note that Pt x Pt /Z2 = P 2 , where Z2
operates as (x, y) ....-+ (y, x)). Similarly, the fiber of the fibration D2 --t GO / P2 I'V P 2

is P2 which parametrizes those singular dual comes C' E p. whose double point
lies on a fixed point. The fibers in Di intersects Dj (i =f:. j) along a smooth conic.
It is geometrically dear that all SL3 ( C )-orbits are X - (D t U D2 ), D t - (D t n D2 ),

D 2 - (D t n D 2 ) and D t n D 2 •

(5.1.10) Since J-L = L:oEetot 0 is a regular special weight, we see that

r

J-L = L di(Oi - af)
i=t

with 0 < Vdi E Q.
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Let (Zl"" ,Zr, Wr+l,'" ,Wn ) be coordinates on the affine part er x U of X.
Here n = dimX and r = rank(G/K). As L-27ii ~ Ox(Dd, Lemma (5.1.7) implies

r

Cl (X) = L(1 + dd[Dil E H 2 (X; Q)
i=l

where [Di] is the Poincare dual of Di. Hence if K is connected then di are integers
(cf. Lemma (3.2)). We assume hereafter K ia connected a.nd d i E Z. It follows from
the above formula that a GC-invariant Ricci-flat volmne fonn on ce/K C looks like

(5.1.11) Her~ we compare the rank one case and the higher rank case from the
viewpoint of G-action. Set

r

j(e H K C
) = L(ai(H))2 (H E Q).

i=l

It follows from Theorem (2.4) that this defines aG-invariant Kähler potential on
~ / K C . Set w = ddc f; this is a complete Kähler metric on c;e /K C . If r = 1
then the function ~ij depends only on f. So the Ried-Hat condition is reduced to
an O.D.E. as in (4.4). But we cannot expect this if r > 1. Indeed, let a, b E A be
distinct points in A outside of the origin. Suppose that dirn ZK(a) > dirn ZK(A)
and dimZK(b) = dimZK(A). Let c(t) be a geodesie (relative to w) connecting a
and b. - Asswne that c(t) is tangent to ametrie sphere at b. Let X be a nonzero
element of the Lie algebra of ZK(a) which is not contained in ZK(A) = ZK(b).
The point a outside of the sphere is a fixed point of the variation of geodesics Ctt(t)
defined by

c,,(t) = (exp sX) . c(t).

In general, the length of the variation vector field v(t) = ltt (exp sX) . c(t) does not
assmne its critical value at b. This implies that the ratio of 71 ATf and w n depends on
the directions in X. So we cannot deform f into <jJ(f) so that (ddc</>(f))" = 1] A 1].
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5.2. Construction of Background Metries in Rank Two Case

(5.2.1) This subseetion is devoted to the eonstruetion of the background metrie
on symmetrie varieties of rank two. Let ac/KC be a. symmetrie variety of rank
two and X its eanonieal eompactifieation. There exists a. fibration

with fiber Fi isomorphie to the eanonieal eompactifieation ofthe rank one symmetrie
variety Li/Ki. The parabolie subgroup Pi is generated by P and the root subgroups
U±a for roots a with (J-li, a) = 0 for each i = 1,2. So the eorresponding subsystem
1T(i) C S eonsists of simple roots a with (a, J-li) = O. Set

The antieanonieal blUldle of ac/Pi is an ample homogeneous line blUldle L_ Xi with
Xi the sum of a1l roots in the unipotent radieal of Pi, i.e., the sum of a1l positive
roots which are not orthogonal to J-li; sinee the involution () does not fix any root
in the unipotent radieal of Pi, it must map their sum Xi to -Xi, and so Xi is a
special weight. Henee Xi is a linear eombination of J-ll and J-l2. As Xi is a character
of Pi, Xi is orthogonal to a1l roots a with (a,J-li) = O. [Proof. Take a simple root
a of the Levi eomplement of the parabolie group Pi. Since the refleetion along a
maps all the set of positive roots other than a to itself, we see that WaXi = Xi, i.e.,
(Xi'O) = O. Sinee any root in the Levi eomplement of Pi is a sum of simple roots,
we see that for a1l roots 0 such that (0, J-ld = 0 we have (0, xd = 0.] Therefore Xi
is a positive multiple of J-li:

Xi = kiJ-li.

The eharacter Xi satisfies (Xi, a) > 0 for all a E S -1T(i). As Xi is a special weight,
we ean write

2

Xi = L 2aijOj
j=1

with aij E Q. H we start with an irredueible Riemannian symmetrie space, then we
have J-l], J-l2 E S -1T(i) (i = 1,2) (so we assume that GIK is irredueible). It follows

from (J.li, äj ) = Oij or 20ij (i, j = 1,2) that aij > O. Indeed, set /-li = Ei=! bi1:ok .

Then Ei=l bik(ok,aj) is Oij or 2Jij . Solving the equation shows bij > O. Note that
Vaij > 0 beeause aij is a positive multiple of the entry of the inverse matrix of the
Cartan matrix ((ai, Gi))' So eaeh Xi is written as a linear combination of a/s with
positive eoefficients. From the definition of d1 and d2 , we have

Example. We have atl = a22 = ~, a12 = a21 = k and d1 = d2 = 1 for the
eanonieal eompactification of the symmetrie variety SL3 (C)/ S03(C) in Example
(5.1.9).

If K is eonneeted, d i E Z beeause there is a Ge-invariant holomorphie n-form 1]

with poles along Di and ()x(Dd = L-2Cii • Let O'i be the eanonical section of the
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line bundle Ox(Dd = L_2an and lI·lIi = 11·11 denote a Hermitian norm on this line
bundle. For i = 1, 2 we set

This is aChern curvatureform ofthe line bUDdle L_ Xi = Ox(ailDl +ai2D2) on X
with Xi = L:~=1 2aijOj. By averaging over G, we mayassume that Wi is G-invariant.
Hereafter we assume G-invariance. Note that the line bUDdle L_ Xi on X is the pull
back of ki-times the hyperplane bUDdle on IIi(X) C P(VlJi ) via the ce-equivariant
blowing down II i : X --1 IIi(X) and that bfxl + b2'X2 is a regular special weight for
any positive integers b~/, b~. Hence we may choose Hermitian metries on 0 X (DJ) so
that (in addition to G-invariance) Wl (resp. W2) is really a pull-back via II1 (resp.
II2 ), positive semidefinite on X, positive definite on X - D1 (resp. positive definite
on X - D2) and b~Xl + b~X2 is positive definite for any positive coefficients b~, b~.

Moreover [DP,P...roposition 8.1] implies that
(i) the line bundle L_Xi restricted on Y is the pull-back of the anticanonical bundle

- L_Xi of GO / Pi (which is ample) via the fibration Y --1 ce/Pi, and
(ii) the smn Wl + W2 on Y is the curvature form of the line bundle L_ Xt - X2 on Y,
w hieh is the anticanonical bundle of Y = ce/P.
We have chosen the Hermitian metrics of 0 X (Dd so that their curvature fqrms are
G-invariant. This implies the following:

Lemma. Let Wy = (Wl +w2)ly. Then
(a) wy is a Kähler-Ein3tein metne on Y,
(b) the restrietion 0/ wy to the fibers 0/ the fibrations IIily : Y --1 CO / Pi (i = 1,2)
is again Kähler-Einstein.

Indeed, for any eompact homogeneous Kähler manifold, the invariant Kähler
form in the anticanonical cla.'is is necessarily Kähler-Einstein. We thus have (a).
We shall give a systematic proof of (b) in (5.4.2).

For a,b > 0, we put

Choose tripies of positive numbers (d l1 , d12 ; el) and (d21 , d22 ; e2) so that the follow
ing conditions are satisfied:

det (du d12 ):f: 0,
d21 d22

{
(n - l)el dl1 + e2d12 = d1

(n - 1)e1d21 + e2d22 = d2l

and
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For instance, we take et = e2 = ~. Then clearly there exist dij such that du > d12 ,

d21 > d22 , d u d22 - d12d21 =I=- 0, (n - l)dl1 + d12 = ndt and (n - 1)d2t + d22 = nd2 .

Consider then (l,l)-forms

for i = 1,2. It follows that the swn of f2 i for i = 1,2:

is positive definite on X - D. Hy taking the average over G we mayassume that the
'potential 1I0"tll2dilll0"2112di:;l is G-invariant, and so f2 i are G-invariant. It now follows
from Lemma (3.3) that 1112 is a complete Kähler metric on X - D1 - D2 •

To construct a background metric, in addition to 1112 , we need the following (1,1)
form:

This also defines a complete Kähler metric on X - D1 - D2 •

Now we are ready to construct a background metric on ce/K C . We take tubular
neighborhoods B 12 (e) (resp. Bt(e) and B 2 (e» ofY (resp. D t and D 2 ) in X ofradial
e (with respect to some smooth metric on X), where e is a small positive number
to be determined later. Take a smooth nonnegative fWlctions PI2, PI and P2 defined
on the union of the above tubular neighborhoods with the following properties:
(i) PI2 + Pt + P2 = 1 in some neighborhood of D t U D2 ,

(ii) Pt2 =1 in some neighborhood of Y,
(iii) P12 =0 outside of B I2 {e),
(iv) Pi =0 outside of Bi{e) (i = 1,2).
(v) p's vary monotonically with respect to the modulus of the coordinate z where
z = 0 defines the corresponding subvariety in Di or X (for instance, in Di, Y is
given by the equation z = 0).
In addition to the above conditions, we need some symmetry on p's. We need:
(vi) p's are invariant llllder the action of a compact group G. (This is possible
because only Di - Y and Y are non-principal ce-orbits.)
Moreover we need the following. We will show in (5.2.7-8) the existence af a good
retraction Of tubular neighborhoods of Y in Di and of Di in X (ta be more precise,
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one can construct a retraction which is holomorphic along Y and Di in any jet
level). By using this retraction, the necessary property of P is described as folIows:
(vii) the bump functions p should be first defined on the corresponding subvariety
and then extended to a neighborhood of it by a good retraction.

Such a partition of unity {p} certainlyexists. Using p's as gluing functions, we
consider the potential

defined in the e-neighborhood of D 1 U D 2 • Let us consider its Levi form. This
coincides with n12 in the region where P12 =1, coincides with n in the region
Pi =1 for some.i = 1,2. In a region where p's are not constant, we must examine
the effect of the differentiation of p's. These are either of the form

or of the form

or its complex conjugate.

Now ap and aäp have their supports near Y. We claim that, if e is sufficiently
small, the above forms are absorbed in the SUffi of forms which does not contain any

differential of p. Indeed, if e < 1, along Fi, we can compare ~ldzl2/lzl 2 and (dp)2
directly (Fi n Y is defined by z = 0). Now p varies monotonically from 1 to 0 in
the interval e' < jzl < e and '* log Izi varies from '* loge' to '* loge on the same

interval. Clearly we have '* log(€ / e') > 1 if e' is sufficiently small. It follows that

we can choose p so that Idpl < "* Ilzjl. Similar argument is possible for aäp. Thus
all terms containing differentials of p are absorbed in the smn of terms containing
none of these. We thus have a Kähler metric

in a neighborhood of D 1 UD2 , which is complete toward D 1 UD2 • Because P(dij, dj)
grows like an exponential of usua! Fubini-Study potential and X - D is affine alge
braic, the function P(dij, dj) extends to a strictly plurisubhannonic function on the
whole X - D. We will write this also as P(dij, dj). Then we may assmne the above
Kähler metric is defined on the whole X - D. This is our background metric. The
above construction may be called the bi/urcation 0/ Köhler potentials, because the
Kähler potential

1
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bifureates into the sum of two potentials

near Y to produce two linearly independent direetions

1 1 )1 2
18(dli log 110'111 2 + d2dog 1I0'2J12

going to infinity.

(i = 1,2)

(5.2.2) Here we define a certain dass of Riemannian manifolds. We will seek
Rieci-Hat metrics in these c1asses. In the following definition, the a in ek,er has, of
eourse, nothing to do with the a in the fonnula Cl (X) = a[D].

'Definition. (i) A smooth Riemannian metnc 9 on a smooth mani/old M is 0/
Ck,Q-bounded geometry i/ /or each point p E M there exists a coordinate system
x = (X.,··. ,xm ) centered at p such that

(a) x runs over a unit ball in R m ,

(b) i/ we write g = E 9ijdxidxiJ then the matrix (gij) is uni/ormly equivalent to'
(Oij), i. e., bounded above and below by constant positive matrices independent 0/ p,

(c) ek,Q-norms 0/9ij are uniformly bounded.
(ii) A complete Riemannian mani/old with a ba3e point (M, 9,0) is said to be 0/
weakly ek,o -asymptotically ftat geometry i/ for each point p E M with dist(0, p) = p,
there exists a harmonie coordinate system (Xl,'" ,Xm ) centered at p such that

(a) x = (XI,'" ,xm) runs over a unit ball Bm in R m,
(b) i/ we write 9 = 'E 9ijdxidxj then the matrix (9ij) is uni/ormly equivalent to

r2 (oij), where r = pe(p) with e(p) a positive exponent depending on p not greater
than one and which is bounded below by a positive number independent 0/ p,

(c) In the coordinate system (YI,··· ,Ym) = (rxI,' .. ,rxm), the components 0/
the metric g have uni/ormly bounded Ck,o-norms.

It is not too hard to check the following lemma by direct computation from
definitions.

Lemma. The complete Kähler metric !1(di;, ej) on X - D is 0/ Ck,Cl-bounded
geometry and is also 0/ weakly Ck,Cl-asymptotically ftat geometry (with respect to
any base point in X - D). Moreover we can take holomorphic coordinate system in
Definition (5.2.2).

Proo/. Only the statement on the exponent e(p) is not dear. It is explained in
Remark (5.3.11) at the end of Section 5.3. To check other statements in Definition
(5.2.2) we can work locally by the presence of a compact group action. Now the
DeConcini-Procesi system in (5.1.6) is an example of the coordinate system satisfy
ing the conditions in (ii) in Definition (5.2.2). q.e.d.

(5.2.3) We compute the volume form of n{dij, ej) near a point of Y = D I n D 2 •

Let Zi = 0 be a Iocal equation of D i near a point in Y (i = 1,2). It follows from
the conditions (5.2.1) on (di 1 , di2 , ed that the volurne form along Y is
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Reason: the form wI1F2 has adegenerate direction at infinity, i.e., near F2 n Y.
Indeed, Wl 1F2 degenerates in the direetion in F2 parallel to F1 n Y.

Now we eompute the Ried-form "-Aaalog"of the above volume form "along
Y". We note that sinee the volume form (w(d ll , d~l )Iy )n-2 is G-invariant on Y =
Ge / P, its llieei-forDl is a Kähler-Einstein metric on Y. This implies

Thus the resulting Rieei-fonn is eomputed as follows:

- Jn - l)el w(dll , d21 ) - e2w(d12 , d22 ) + Rie(w(dll , d2dn)

= -w((n - l)eldll + e2d12, (n - 1)eld21 + e2d22) + w(dt, d2)

= -w(dt, d2) + w(dt, d2) = 0

along Y. We have thus proved

Lemma. We can choose Hennitian metries tor OX(Di) along Y so that -

holds a10ng Y.

(5.2..4) The next thing we want to do is to extend the above Hennitian metries
on Ox(Ddly to those on Ox(Dd in a neighborhood of D = D1 U D2 in such a
way that f = 0 holds along D. First of all let us observe the consequence of the
degeneracy of Wi along the fiber of IIi : Di ~ c;o /Pi. Trus implies

along fibers of II : Di ~ Ce / Pi. Let

{
du = h) an + h2a12

d21 = h1a21 + h2a22

Then along the fiber of II1IDp we have w(dll ,d2d = h2W2 and along D" w) is of
rank n - nl - 1. Now introduce the quantity

Then, along D 1 (say), the volume form of f2( dij, ej ) can be written as (up to constant
multiplication) as follows:
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H we set

then the last factor in (*) is replaced by W;I +1 _ The smooth fWlction in (*) which
compensates the effect of W;I + I may be considered as apart of the Hermitian metric
11· Ih for Ox{Dt}- Hereafter we consider this way_

As W2 > 0 along FI , W2 defines a eomplete Kähler metric on FI - F1 n Y. Hence
the Ried-form of the volwne form f!{dij, tU)n is

along DI-
Suppose for the moment that 11·112 {a Hermitian metric on 0 X (D2 )) is determined

on D I so that
(i) it agrees with the already existing definition 11 • 1121y,
(ii) its curvature form is G-invariant.

We eonsider the Ricei-fonn of n{dij , ej) along a fiber F I of the fibration II1 :

D I -+ Ge / PI- If the Hermitian metrie 11 . 111 is determined properly, restricting
Ric{f!{dij , ej)n) to a fiber F1 gives Rie{w; 1+I) along F1 • Indeed there is a Henni tian
metric II·III ID1 such that the curvature fonn of the Hermitian metric 11.1I~011 11·II~a:u

comes from the G-invariant curvature fonn of the anticanonical bWldle of ce /PI
(and so a Kähler-Einstein metric on it). It is easy to see that the definition of
11 . Ih IDI along D I agrees with the already existing definition of 1I . III Iy. We thus
have

11 - 1
V -188 log Il crtll 2011 IIcr2112021 = 0

with respect to the new definition of IIcrll1 along the fiber F I . The contribution of
w;-n l -2 to the Ricci-form of n{dij, ej)" vanishes because this is complementary
to the fiber of Y -+ oe/PI and thus coming from the G-invariant Kähler-Einstein
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metric on ac/Pt. Thus, all except RiC(W';l +t) vaWsh along F1 • Ir moreover we
have RiC(W';l +1) = 0 along F), then / = {}(d~~:j)n becomes eonstant along fibers
F t . This eombined with the fact that / ia eonstant along Y shows that / is eon
stant along D t (normalized to be 0). Thus it is important to get good behavior
on the Ried-form of W2 along fibers F1• In order to detennine 11 . 1l21F1 so that
Rie(w;1+1) = 0 along Ft - F1 n Y, we must analyze the effect on the eomplete
Kähler metric W2 eaused by a change of Hermitian metrics of 0 x (D2 ) IF1 • This is
done in the next three paragraphs.

(5.2.5) The next proposition is a refinement of Theorem (4.3). This refined form
is necessary in the induetion process.

Proposition. Let X be a Fano manilold (01 dimension n) and let D a smooth
hypersurlaee in X with Ct (X) = o[D] with a > 1 and assume D admits a Kähler
Einstein metrie. Suppose that lor any positive integer k there exists a Hermitian
metrie h = hk vi Ox(D) with the lollowing properties:
(a) the eUnJature lorm v=raälogh is po3itive definite on X - D and defines a
Kähler-Einstein metrie on D,
(b) h is constant in the direetion normal to D up to (k + 2)-nd order normal
derivatives and so the component 0/ Raä log h in the direction normal to D
vanishes along D up to k-th order normal derivatives. _
Here normal derivative means the derivative w.r.to a eoordinate z such that D is
defined locally by z = 0 (so these derivatives are smooth sections 0/ tensor powers
01 the dual No/x 01 the normal bundle).
Then there exist3 a eomplete asymptotically flat Kähler metne

a-I

W= H8a(II:1I2 ) -n + Raau

on X - D with zero Ricci curvature and there exist apriori positive constants Ch,l

and Cn (Cn is comparable to n when n is large, i.e., the ratio ~ is bounded away
/rom 0 uniformly in n) such that

VI ~ 0,

where the covariant derivative and the norm in the L.H.S. is with respect to the
a-I

complete Kähler metric w = R8a(W) -n-

Hence we have

with some positive constant Cn, where the distance ftulction is taken with respect
to same fixed point in X - D and with respect to the metric w.

Prool 01 Proposition (5.2.5). We eonsider the Monge-Ampere equation
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The R.H.S. is the Rieci-Hat volume form on X - D with poles of order so along D,
and is written as e- / wn where f = ;,,~. The condition (a) implies that w is really a
complete Kähler metric and the Kähler-Einstein eondition in (a) together with (b)
imply that f = 0(110'111:). The existenee of the solution u with apriori estimates
can be proved exaetly with the same strategy as in [BK2] and [Kl, Lemma 7]. See
Lemma (5.3.2) for estimate on Cn' q.e.d.

(5.2.6) The following Lemma gurantees the existenee of a good approximation to
the Ried-Hat Kähler metrie on asymmetrie varietiy of rank 1.

Lemma. Let X be the eanonical eompactification 0/ asymmetrie variety 0/ rank
one and D the divisor at infinity. Then there exist a neighborhood UD 0/ D and a
holomorphie retraetion UD ;. D.

Proof. The eanonical compactification X is the closure of the orbit of the K C _

invariant vector in the projective space P of the representation space associated to
a regular special weight. The divisor D at infinity is the orbit of the highest weight
vector. Let P be the eorresponding parabolic subgroup of c;e such that D = c;eIP.
Piek a point p E D corresponding to the highest weight veetor and look at the
linear isotropy representation of the maximal reductive subgroup (Levi subgroup)
of P on the tangent space TpP. Then TpD is an invariant subspace. Let Vp be a
complementary invariant subspace determined by fixing some G-invariant Hermitian
metric (e.g., the Fubini-Study metric). Then we consider the linear subspaee L p of
P tangent to Vp at p. By using ce action, we ean construct a family of linear
subspaces L q (q E D). The union UqEDL q defines a holomorphic retraetion from a
neighborhood of D onto D. We get a desired holomorphic retraction by restrietion.

Another way of understanding Lemma (5.2.6) is via the holomorphic foliation on
ce IK C and its DeConcini-Proeesi eompactifieation given by the eomplexification
of closed geodesics of GIK (Le., G-translations of the maximal torus). Note that
all geodesies of asymmetrie space GIK of compact type of rank 1 are closed. Eaeh
leaf of this foliation is compactified in X so that the compactified leaf is transversal
to D. Indeed, the divisor D parametrizes all closed geodesies in GIK and two
points corresponding to a closed geodesie is just the intersection of its compactified
complexification and the divisor D (cf. [PW), [LS) and [5]). The maximal reduetive
subgroup of P preserves the geodesie and its eompactified compexifieation as sets
and of course fixes the intersection points with D (G operates on D natural1y). q.e.d.

(5.2.7) The followings are direct consequences of Lemma (5.2.6).

Lemma. Let (X, D) be as in Lemma (5.2.6). Then there exists a biholomorphism
4J between a tubular neighborhood 0/ D in X and a tubular neighborhood 0/ the zero
section 0/ ND/X such that 4JD is the identity 0/ D.

Corollary. Let (X, D) be as in Lemma (5.2.6). Then (X, D) satisfies the condi
tions in Proposition (5.2.5).
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Applying Proposition (5.2.5) to (F1 , F1 nY), we define the Hermitian metric 11·112
for 0 X (D2 ) so that W2 is Ricci-flat along each fiber F I • The boundary condition
is the condition (a) and (b) in Lemma (5.2.1), Le., 11· 1121y is already fixed so that
(a) and (b) hold along Y. We extend the hermitian metric 11 ·112 for Ox(D2 ) along
each F1 -FI nY so that W2!F1-Ft nY is Ricci-ßat. Then the estimates in Proposition
(5.2.5) imply that the definition along p] - PI nY gines Hölder continnously (with
respect to the underIying smooth structure of a compact complex manifold X) to
the already existing definition of tbe Hermitian metric for 0 X (D2 ) 1Y ((5.2.3)). The
same holds for Hermitian metric for 0 x(D]) by considering the Ricci-flat condition
ofw] (defined in an analogons way aB W2) aIong F2 C D2. Using the condition W i = 0
along Fi we can extend the definitions of Hermitian metrics for OX(Di) along Pi
(i = 1,2) smoothly outside of Y and this extension agrees Hölder continuously with
the boundary condition on Y. We have thus proved

Proposition. There ezist Hermitian metries for Ox(Dd (i = 1,2) aIong D t U D 2

so that
f = !1(di j, ej)n = 0

TJl\fj

hoIdB along D t U D 2 and these Hermitian metries are compatible with those in
Lemma {5.2.9} on Y.

(5.2.8) The next thing we want to do is to extend the Hennitian metries of
Ox(Dd to a tubular neighborhood of D. Ta do this we look at the blowing down
IIi : X -+ Ili(X) C P(VlJi ). This blows down Di to Di = GO / Pi C P(VIlJ. As
in the proof of Lemma (5.2.6), we consider an invariant subspaee eornplementary
to the invariant subspace TpDd with respect to the linear isotropy representation
of the maximal reductive subgroup of the isotropy group at p E Di (fixing a G
invariant Hermitiann metric, e.g., the Fubini-Study metric). It follows that there
exists a holomorphic retraction from a neighborhood in P(VIlJ of Di onto Di.
Restricting this retraction to IIi(X) and considering the inverse image under IIi we
get a holomorphic retraction from a tubular neighborhood of Di onto Di. Using
these retractions, we extend the Hermitian metrics of 0 x(Dil defined along Di to a
neighborhood of Di. But this is only possible in a region not too elose to Y, because
tubular neighborhoods of Di intersect near Y. In such region, we have Hermitian
metries for CJx (Dd (i = 1, 2) in a neighborhood of D I U D2 so that for any k E Z+
the function

vanishes along D t U D2 in the k-th jet level, Le., if z is a coordinate transversal to
Di (z = 0 is a Ioeal equation of Dil, then all derivatives (8'!/8z P(jzq)z=o (p+q = I)
of f in z-direction vanish for 0 :$ VI ~ k. Moreover these Hermitian metries are
compatible with those in Proposition (5.2.7).

Now we look at a small neighborhood of Y. If we extend Hermitian metrics of
Ox(Dil along D t nD2 by using two retractions (eorresponding to D t and D2 ), these
extensions do not coincide. But the discrepaney sterns only from the correetion term
u in Proposition (5.2.5). Now u = 0 along D t n D 2 and moreover u decays like
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(distance)-~n with some constant €n depending on n only (which is comparable to n
ifn is large). Because Aaäu is involved in the metric, we have only to examine the
contribution of aäu. It follows from Proposition (5.2.5) that aäu decays with order
like (distance)-(2+~n) with respect to the background metries Wt and W2 defined on
fibers F2 and F t . Because of the description in (5.2.1) of the asymptotic behavior
of the backgroWld metric fl(dij, ej), we infer that the same order of decay remains
true for the function f = log fl(dij, ej)/'1/\ Ti:

Proposition. There erist Hermitian rnetric3 for OX(Di) (i = 1,2) in a neighbor
hood of D 1 U D 2 such that

As P(dij, ej) diverges to infinity at Dt U D2 on the affine algebraic manifold
X - D t - D 2 , we can extend the potential P(dij , ej) to the whole of X - D t - D 2

smoothly and obtain a strictly plurisubhannonic function on X - D t - D 2 (this is
proved, for instance, using Theorem (2.4)). By taking the average over G, we may
assume that the potential is G-invariant.

Theorem. There exists aG-invariant Kähler potential on X - D t - D 2 which is
equal to P(dij, ej) in Proposition (5.2.8) in a neighborhood of D t U D2 •

We will write the new Kähler potential by the same symbol P(dij, ej) and the
resulting complete Kähler metric by n(dij, ej) = Aaäp(dij , ej). The function
f = log(n(dij, ej)n /'1/\ Tj) decays like O«distance)-(2+~"») (e n > 0, comparable to
n if n is large).

(5.2.9) We describe some important properties of n(dij, ej). Let f be as in
Proposition (5.2.8).

Lemma. There exists a constant q < dimX = n such that f E Lq(X - Dt 

D 2 , f!(dij, ej)).

Proof. It is a consequence of (5.1.10) and Theorem (5.2.8). q.e.d.

Proposition. The complete Kähler metric n(dij, ej) satisfies the Jollowing three
properties:
(i) The vo/urne of metric balls of radius R grows like R2n, where n = dirn X.
(ii) There exists an integer h > 0 such that the metric f!(dij , ej) in Theorem (5.2.8)
has Ricci curvature decay laster than R-h as R -+ 00.

(iii) The isoperimetric inequality holda with a uniform constant.

Proof. The first assertion is a consequence of the definition of the metric and the
fact that Wi degenerates along Fi. The second assertion is equivalent to the decay
condition for f in Proposition (5.2.8). The third assertion is a consequence of the
proof of Croke's isoperimetrie inequality for complete Rlemannian manifolds with
nonnegative Rlcci curvature and with maximal volume growth (because of rapid
decay of Ricci curvature (Lemma 5.2.9), it is easy to modify the proof in [Cr] in our
situation). q.e.d.
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C orollary• Let (X, D 1UD2 ) be as above. Let n(d i ; , ej) be a comple te K ähler me tric
in Theorem (5.f.8) and let volume form and norms be with respect to this metric.
Set; = n::1' Then there exisu a positive constant c such that for any compactly

supported C 1 -function f on X - D t - D21 the follo'Wing Sobolev inequality holds:

Proof. See, for instanee, [Y2]. q.e.d.

(5.2.10) Since, by Theorem (2.4), the desired G-invariant Rieci-flat Kähler po
tential is determined by its values on the anisotropie torus (R2 in (C·)2), it is
desireable to eompute the explicit differential equation of the Rieci-flat Kähler po
tential restrieted to R 2 , in coordinates on R 2 defined naturally in terms of special
weights. Here 'Y!.e pick a simplest example SL3(C)/ S03(C) of rank 2 and eompute
the explicit differential equation. As deseribed in (5.1.9), the symmetrie variety

. SL3(C)/ S03(C) is identified with the set of all smooth plane comes. In matrix
fonn, it is written as follows:

:: ::); det( Z) = 1}.
Z6 Z3

The action of SL3 (C) is given by Z -t gZgt (gt being the transposed matrix of g)
and the above is identified with the orbit of the identity matrix. The representations
eorresponding to the special weights 1-'1 and J.l2 in (5.1.3) are PI and P2, which are
the standard representation V = C 3 and the 2-exterior representation /\2 V = C 3

of PI, respeetively. Set r = Ip1 (Z)12 and s = Ip2(Z)12. Then all Weyl-invariant
funetions on R 2 are funetions in r and s. Explicitly, we have

and

s = lp2(Z)1 2

= [Zl Z2 - Z~ 1
2 + IZ1Z3 - zsl2 + jZ2Z3 - Z~ 1

2

+ 2( IZI Z6 - z4zs12 + IZ4Z6 - zsz21
2 + lZ4z3 - zsz61

2
).

The maximal torus (C·)2 is given by the equation Z4 = Zs = Z6 = O. Then around
the maximal torus, we ean introduce ,\ and IJ by setting ZI = ..\, Z2 = ,\-11J and
Z3 = 1J-1 so that the system ('\,IJ,Z4,ZS,Z6) gives a loeal eoordinate system around
the maximal torus. Let I be aG-invariant function I = I( r, s). Then

aal = IrrfJr 1\ är + Ir~(fJr 1\ as + as 1\ är) + I~~as 1\ as
+ fraär + I~aas.
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At P = diag(..\,..\ -1 J-l, J-l-t) in the maximal torus, 00 Zi and dZi and their eomplex
eonjugates (i = 4,5,6) appear io 8r and aso This means that along the maximal
torus we ean separate variables ioto (..\, Jl) and (z", Z5, Z6) io the computation of
(aa/)5. Along the maximal torus, we have

aar = dz] /\ dZ1 + ... + 2(dz" /\ dZ" + ... )
and

- - 2 2 2aas = aasl(0-)2 + 2(lzal dz" /\ dZ4 + IZ'11 dZ5 /\ dZ5 + IZll dZ6 /\ dZ6 ).

Hence along the maximal torus we have (up to constant multiple)

(aä1)5 = (aa11(0-)2 )2)2

/\ (/"IZtI2 + Ir)(/"l z21 '1 + Ir)(/.l zaI
'1 + Ir)dz" /\ az4 /\ ....

Now introduce a linear coordinate system (p, q) on R2 by setting p = log 1..\1 2 and
q = log 1J-l1 2

• Set g(p,q) = I(r,s) along the maximal torus. Then we have

- 2 2 dA /\ dX /\ dJ-l /\ dji
(88/1(0-)2) = (9pp9qQ - 9pq ) 1..\1 2 1J-l1 2 •

The Jaeobian matrix (~l;::)) is

(
eP - e-p+q e-P + e-q+p )

-e-q + e-p+q eq - e-q+p •

Its determinant is given by

ß = ep+q - e-p - q + e-2p+q - e2p - q + eP - '1q - e-p+2q •

Then we can compute J" IZll'1 + Ir and so on. The result turns out to be quite simple
and as follows:

f I 1
2 f - f P f _ e2p (1 - e-p

-
q )(1 - eq

-
2P )gq

"zl + r - "e + r - .6. '

(1 q-2p)( q -q+P)( + )
f"j Z 21 2 + Ir = I"e- p+q + Jr = - e e ~e gp 9q

,

( q -q+P)( 1 -p-q)
f I 1

2 I - f -q I - e - e - e 9p
"Za + r -"e + r - .6. .

On the other hand, the holomorphie 5-form on the symmetrie variety det(Z) = 1 is
given by the Poincare residue: ,

dZ2 /\ dZ3 1\ dZ4 /\ dZ5 /\ dZ6
1] = 8del(Z)

8z1

wrneh turns out to be GO-invariant. Explieitly, along the maximal torus, it is

dA /\ dlJ
1] = AJ-l /\ dZ4 /\ dzs /\ dz6 •

Thus, along the maximal torus (C·)2, we have:

._ (88/)5 _ 2 9p9q(9p +gq)(eq - e-q+p)'1(eP - e-q )2(1 - eq- 2P )2

X·- Tl /\ Ti - (9pp9qq - 9pq ) {e p+q - e-p- q + e-2p+q - e2p - q + eP- '1q _ e-p+2q }3'

The explicit differential equation for the Rlcci-flat Kähler potential is now given by
X = constant.
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5.3. Analysis

(5.3.1) The aim of this section is to prove the following existence theorem and the
associated uniqueness theorem. For analytical background, we refer 00, for instance,
[Au], [CY] and [GT].

Theorem. Let GIK be asymmetrie spaee 0/ compaet type 0/ mnk two and let
ce/K C be the corresponding symmetrie vanety. Then there exists aG-invariant
complete Ricei-fiat Kähler metnc on CO/K C whieh is quasi-isometric to the back
ground metnc f2(di;,ej) in Theorem (5.f.8). More preeisely, there exists a eonstant
en compamble to n (constant times n) such that there exists a complete Rieei-fiat
Kähler metrie 0/ the form

(with k ~ ko)

with apriori estimates

/or VI 6- Z~o and this is necessarily G-invariant ij the background metrie f2(di;, ej)
is G-invanant.

The constant e n ean be estimated if one examines the constant J in Lemma
(5.3.2) earefully.

If we fix the asymptotie behavior of the metrie, then the Ried-flat metric in
Theorem (5.3.1) is unique.

Corollary. Let fix (dij, ej) in Theorem (5.2.8). Let n(dij, ej) and n(dij, ej)' be
two bachground metnes with the same pammeter (dij, ej). Then we have

where u and u' are the solutions in Theorem (5.3.1) with apriori estimates 0/ the
form described in Theorem (5.9.1).

Note that this does not mean the absolute uniqueness of eomplete Ried-Hat
Kähler metries on ce IK C . This means that each time we fix the boundary condi
tion then we have a unique complete Rleei·flat Kähler metrie on ce IK C with this
boundary condition. As there is a freedom in choosing backgrolUld metrics with
different boundary conditions, there is a nontrivial moduli of complete Ricci-Bat
Kähler metrics on ce/K C .

The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem (5.3.1).

(5.3.2) We start with the existence of barrier flUlctions as in [BK2]. Let w =
n(dij , ej) be the background metric in Theorem (5.2.8). Put

where dij , ej and P(dij , ej) are as in (5.2.1). Let t:::. denote the Laplacian with
respeet to the metric w.
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Lemma. (i) There exists a positive constant c such that for any sufficiently small
positive number d we have

A -6 < -6-2up _ -cp .

(ii) There exists a constant c with the Jollowing property: for any sufficiently small
positive number d and any positive number K there exists a po.!itive number L(a, K)
such that

{

(w + RaäKp-&)" ~ (1- cKdp-2-&)w"

(w - RaäKp-6)" ~ (1 + cKOp-2-6)w"

holtis if p is sufficiently large: p > L(a, K).

Proof. This follows from direct computation similar to [BK] (cf. [K1,Lemma
7,p.164]). Here we prove (ii). A direct computation shows that w +RaaKp-6 is
equivalent to

where Wo is a smooth Kähler form on X comparable to WI +W2. Here exact compu
tation may be complicated by the effect of bifurcation, but to prove Lemma (5.3.2)
approximate computation is enough. Suppose that Ka(n - 2)/2 > cKa(a + 1)/4
(i.e., a < 2"c-4 - 1) holds with a constant c > O. Then if we choose a so that

d < 2("c-
2

) - 1, then (ii) holds. So choosing 0 < c < 2n - 5 is enough far (ii)
to be true. If we take the effect of bifurcatian inta account , then we must take
c < (const.)(2n - 5), where the constant is universal in n (cf. (5.2.1)). Hence we
can take 0 comparable to n. The argument for (i) is similar (and easier). q.e.d.

Note. It follows from the argument in [BK2] that if 0 is comparable to n then the
constant C" in Proposition 5.2.5 is also comparable to n.

(5.3.3) Let w = Aaan(dij , ej, k} be the backgroWld metric as in Theorem
(5.2.8) and p be as above. The family of the sets {p > L} for large positive numbers
L forms a fundamental system ofneighborhoods of D = D I UD2 in X. We therefore
consider an exhaustion of X - D by domains {Bm } (m E Z>o) with smooth bOWld
ary whose complement in X ia equivalent to the above fundamental neighborhoada
of D: Set, for instance,

with limm~ooL m = 00. We want to salve the Monge-Ampere equation

with decay estimates for the solution u. For fixed B rn we will salve (with estimates)
the boundary value problem with Dirichlet boundary condition. Then we will let
m -+ 00. By using the continuity method as in [BK] (with the aid of Cl and
C2-estimates on the boundary [CKNS, pp.216-217,pp.218-221)), we see that the
Dirichlet problem has a unique elliptic solution for each m (i.e., w + Raau is
positive definite). Let Um = u be the solution (which is shown to be smooth) for
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this Dirichlet problem such that w + Raäu > O. Then an apriori estimate for u

is derived as follows. Let w= w + Raäu. Then by Lemma (5.2.9) there exists a
nwnber q < n such that f E Lq(X - D,w), where f is as in Theorem (5.2.8). If we

set, = n~l and q' = ~ then we have q' > ,. Put P-l = q/~...,. Although X - Dis
not a Euclidean spare, we can easily modify the arguments in (CKNS, pp.216-217],
because we have a global stricdy plurisubharmonic exhaustion function on X - D.
Thus the gradient estimate in (CKNS, pp.216-217] still holds in our situation. Hence
we have

Lemma. The gradient 11 du 11 := Ildull", has abound

sup 11 du 11 $ Cl
Brrt

independent 0/ m.

Note. At this stage we need not know the estimate on such Cl.

(5.3.4)

Lemma. There ezists an apriori Co estimate

Ilull oo $ C

where C depends on f only. In particular i/ f == 0 then u =O.

Proo/. Multiplying the equality

(1 - e-f)wn = (-Raäu) /\ (w n - 1 +wn - 2 (;) + ... +&1 n - 1 )

by lulp - 2u (p ~ P-l) and integrating by parts gives

J(1 - e- f )lulp
-

2uw n

= J-luIP -
2uyC1aau A (wn

-
1 + ... +wn

-
1

)

= 4(p - 1) JyC1alul~ /\ älul~(wn-1 +... +(;)n-l)
p2

~ 4(P; 1) JIlalul~1I2wn.

Here we have used the fact that u vanishes on aBm and Idul has an upper bound
on 8Bm • Using the Sobolev inequality (Corollary (5.2.9)), we have

for a constant C independent of m. Now we have an estimate for the Lq-norm of f
(Lemma (5.2.9)). Applying the Hölder inequality we have
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Setting Po = iP-t, we have

...1... .1.(J \u IPo) PO ~ Cp-l (J 111')' ~ C'.

Applying the Hölder inequality again we have

We set P = Pi = Po1'i and itera.te the procesB (Moaer'a iteration technique). Thus,
far each i, \Iull Pi (the LPi-norm of u) ia bOWlded by a quantity involving lIfll q , 11/1100
and lIullPQ' Examining the behavior of this quantity as i -+ 00, we have an apriori
CO-estimate as desired (cf. [BK2]). q. e.d.

(5.3.5) We proceed to apriori decay estimates for u. Let p be as in (5.3.2). Let
K be a sufficiently large positive nwnber such that -Kp-6 < u < K p-6 on some
compact set of X - D (for instance, we may take a quite large compact set defined
by p ~ (C- t K)t where C is such that Ilull<x> ~ C) and -cKp-2-6 < ! < CKp-2-6
on X - D, where c > 0 is as in Lemma (5.3.2). Such K certainly exists and is an
apriori quantity as we already have estimate for Ilull<x> and also the decay estimate
for! (Theorem (5.2.8)).

Lemma. There is an apriori constant K such that

holds on the region p > 2K!.

Proof. Put WK = W + A8aKp-6. Then Lemma (5.3.2) implies that outside a

compact set defined by, say, p ~ K$, we have

Thus

n !Og(1 + 6"'K{U : KP-
ol
))

> log (WK +A8a(u - Kp-6))n = log _w_n
- n wn

wK K

~ - f -log(l - cKp-2-6)

2: -!+cKOp-2-6 2: 0

• 1
If P > K~, say. Hence, on the same region, we have
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From the choice of K we have u - K P-6 < 0 on a compact set defined by p ::; 2KrlT ,
say. At the boundary we have u - Kp-6 < O. The maximum principle then implies

u - Kp-6 < 0

outside of this compact set. Similarly we have

outside a compact set. Thus we get an apriori decay estimate for u. q.e.d.

(5.3.6) To obtain apriori C2-estimate, we need the following Bochner-type in
equality due to Chern [Ch):

Lemma ([Ch]). Let (M,g) be a Kähler mani/old, (N,g) a Hennitian mani/old
and / : M -+ N a holomorphic mapping. Set v = 118/11 2

• Then we haue

ß 1 Ricg (8/,8/) Bisecth (a/,8/,8/,8/)
9 ogv ~ 118/112 - 1181112

We use Lemma (5.3.6) to

Here w is the backgro\Uld metric and w= w + yCIaau. Note that 118/11 2 = trww
and Ric(w) = O. Since the bisectional curvature ofw is bOWlded on the whole X -D,
we have

ß log u ~ -Cl - C2 trww

where 6. = ß w and Cl, C2 are positive constants depending on the geometry of w
only. Here we note that (by applying the arithmetic and geometric mean inequality)

Le., trijw is bounded below by a constant independent of m. Moreover we have

6u = n - trww.

Choose a positive constant A so that A - C2 = 1.

(5.3.7) To proceed, we need the following lemma, which is a consequence of
[CKNS, Subsection 1.3, pp.218-221]:

Lemma ([CKNS]). There exists a eonstant independent 0/ m such that the see·
ond derivatives on the boundary aBm have bound (with respect to the metne w)
independent 0/ m:

(3C > 0).
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To show this, we have only to follow the argument in [CKNS, pp.218-221]. The
only difference between the situation in [CKNS] and ours is this: in [CKNS] the
Bat metric is used whereas we must use our background metric w. As the metric
w is of weakly Ck,Q-geometry (see (5.2.2)), we can follow the arguments in [CKNS]
without tao much difficulty.

(5.3.8) Lemma (5.2.7) implies that there exists a lower bound for log tr~w on the
boundary aBm independent of m. Let B be a positive constant so that

B » IMinzEBm{logtrWW - Au) - MinzE&Srn{logtrww - Au)l.

Such B certainly exists because we have a boundary estimate for log trww, a lower
estimate trww ~ exp{!In) and apriori decay estimate for u, all of which are inde
pendent of m. With these A and B, we have

B B
~{logtrww - Au - L

m
(p - Lm )} ~ -An + (A - C2 )trww - Cl - L

m
trww.

If m is sufficiently large, say, t;; < t, then the last term in the R.H.S. of the above
inequality is absorbed in the second term in it. Frofi the choice of B, the function

B
logtr~w - Au - L

m
(p - L m )

assumes its maximum value at an interior point Po of B rn • At Po we have from the
maximum principle

log trww(Po) ::; C

where C is a constant independent of m. Therefore we have

trww ::; C' exp(sup u - ~nf u) ::; eil
Sm m

with C' and C" independent of m. This implies an apriori C 2-estimate without
decay.

(5.3.9) Now we proceed to decay estimates for derivatives. We introduce a pa
rameter t E [0,1] and consider a family of equations

(Ed

What we have seen so far implies that the family {UI} of solutions for the Dirichlet
boundary value problems on B rn of the above equation have decay estimates and
ordinary e 2-estimates independent of m and t. Then [GT, Theorem 17.14) implies
that there exists a constant 0 < a < 1 such that {ud have usua! C 2 ,Q-estimate
independent of m and t (note that w has bounded geometry). The bootstrapping
argwnent with standard interior Schauder estimates [GT, Theorem 6.2, Corollary
6.3] then yields usual Ck,O-estimates for {u,} for all k.
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Ta get C 2 ,o-estimate for u with decay condition, we formally differentiate the
above equation with respect to t. Putting Wt = w + Raäut, we have

(L t )

The Dirichlet boundary value problem

has a unique solution ht for each t and ht depends on t smoothly. The equation (Et )
with t = 0 has a unique solution Uo =0 (within functions with decay estimates). It
follows that (E,) is in fact differentiable with respect to t and (L,) is the differen
tiated equation. Using Moser's iteration technique, the Sobolev inequality and the
maximum prin~iple as befare (cf. [BK2]), we have a decay estimate for W:

1
h--- r2 '

w
w=

r 2

and usual Ck,o-estimates for all k. The advantage of (L,) is that we can get a C 2 ,a_
estimate for a8~t with decay condition for arbitrary 0 < a < 1. From Definition
Lemma (5.2.2), we have a holomorphic coordinate system x = (Xl,'" ,xn ) which
runs over the unit ball in R 2

n such that there exists r > 0 wi th the property that if we
introduce a new coordinate system y = (Yl,'" , Yn) by Y = rx then the components
of w with respect to Y have uniformly bounded Ck,o-norms. Here such r can be
taken as r = pt:. for sorne 0 < e < 1. Pick a positive number ß < &, where J > 0 is
as in L~mma (5.3.2). Set

Then (L t ) becomes

Let (gi)) be the components of the metric w. Then 9i} has uniformly bOWlded

ck,a-estimates relative to the coordinate system x. We apply the interior Schauder
estimate [GT, Theorem 6.2, Corollary 6.3] to the linear equation (LD. We have

f11 U t IIC2,a ::; (const.)( llutll co + 11 h 11 CO,a ).

Let us examine the constant. The constant depends on the COla-norm of the coef
ficients of the operator .6W+hv=Ta8U t and the value a. The coefficients of the first
order terms are of degree one in the inverse matrix of ~Wt and any other functions
involved are just the Christaffel symbol of Wt, all of which are uniformly bounded
by an apriori constant. The coefficients in the leading term consist of entries of
the inverse matrix of ~Wt, which are estimated uniformly by an apriori constant.
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Thus the constant io the above estimate is an apriori quantity. 00 the other hand,
we have

Moreover we mayassume that for some positive nwnber e we have

11 f 11 <_ Cp-~.h CO· a

We thus have
J'

IIUtllc~.a ::; Cp-

with some positive oumber {/ (we write d = d' for simplicity). 00 the other hand,
as 8ut/8xi = ßu t /8(r- t Yi) = rOut/{)yi, eot.co, we see that the Hölder semi-oorm
[Uth,o with respect to the coordioate system x is comparable to r 2+O [utbto with
respect to the coordinate system y 0 This implies that there are apriori decay
estimates for lIV'Utll"", 1IV'2ut ll"" and o-Hölder coefficieots of V'2 Ut of the fonn

for i = 1,2, where e = MiopEx-D{e(p)} > 0 (see (5.2.2)). Integrating these esti
mates against t gives apriori decay estimates for IIV'iull"" (i = 1,2) and the o-Hölder
coefficients of V'2 u. Set w (resp 0 w) as A L: 9GdYi /\ dy j (resp. A L: 9i)dYi /\

dyj)' Differentiating the equation (w + A8au)n = e- f wn with respect to Yk gives

L~J L( iJ ~J) f9 u·~ k = 9 - 9 g.-:, k - k·IJ, IJ,

For decay estimates for higher order derivatives of u, we use the bootstrapping argu
ment applying the interior Schauder estimates together with the rescaling argument
to the above equation. We thus get

for all k E Z~oo Ascoli-Arzela argument then implies that there is an infinite
sequence of Um '8 which converges uniformly to a smooth function U = U cet on
X - Do The function U cet satisfies the equation (w + Aaäucet)n = e- f wn with a
priori decay estimate

Moreover U cet satisfies the apriori estimate of the form

trww ~ C

with apriori constant C. This implies that the eigenvalue of wis not toD small and
is estimated below by an apriori constant. This together with the Monge-Ampere
equation implies an apriori estimate of the fonn
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with apriori constant C. This implies that the resulting form wis positive definite
and equivalent to the background metric w. In particular wia complete. The decay
estimate for U oo implies further that wis asymptotically equal to w in a.ny jet level.
Therefore we have proved the existence part of Theorem (5.3.1).

(5.3.10) The solution whoae existence ia guaranteed by the above argument ia
unique. Indeed, suppose that Ut and U2 are two solutions with the above apriori
eatimates. Set W. = w + J=Taäu. and v = U2 - Ut. Then the difference v is a
solution of the equation

(Wt + J=Taäv)n = wf
and hence v =0 (the case of f == 0). Indeed, before going to the limit of Dirich
let problems, we have V m =0 on B m . Ir w is G-invariant and all B m are also
G-invariant, then the solution Uoo = limm -+oo Um is again G-invariant. Thus tbere
exista aG-invariant complete Rlcci-flat KäWer metric on X - D. Even if B m ia not
G-invariant we can compare Uoo and g·u oo and conclude g·u oo = Uoo for any 9 E G.

(5.3.11)

Remark. Tbe curvature of the resulting complete Ricci-flat Kähler metric does not
decay quadratically if rank(G/K» l.

Explanation. As the Monge-Ampere equation has a solution with deeay estimates
at infinity, to examine tbe curvature bebavior at infinity, it suffices to do so for
tbe background metric. We look at a bOlUldary of a smaIl tubular neighborbood of
D = D t U D 2 near Y. Such an object is deseribed as follows. For simplicity we
take a loeal two dimensional disk B transversal to Y we get two curves witb an
ordinary intersection at the origin. Remove from each curve a smaIl disk centered
at the origin. Then the normal st-bwl<lle of eacb curve will have a 2-torus boundary
along the circle which bounds the hole. Tben glue these 2-tori by an external tube,
namely by a cylinder T x lover the torus. Along the cylinder direction, the log-tenn
involved in the backgrOWld metric

will vanish. In partieular this causes the exponent e(p) in the definition of weakly
asymptotically flatness (see (5.2.2)) strictly less than 1. In the cylindrical direction,
the curvature decays strictly slower tban the inverse quadratic law (but curvature
indeed decays to zero, not remains away from zero). Note that the curvature decays
by inverse quadratic law for complete Ricci-flat Kähler manifolds in [BKl,2] and
[TY].

Summary. In rank two case the asymptotic behavior of the resulting llicci-flat
KäWer metrie is described as folIows. We first eonsider a Kähler potential of type
P(dij ) where (dij) are parameters which deseribe the bifurcation of Kähler potential
near Y. Then we detennine Hermitian metries along Y on Ox(Ddly so that Wt +W2

are Kähler-Einstein. Then we compute the volmne form of J=Taap( dij) along Di
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and determine the Hermitian metrie on Ox(Dj)IFi so that Wj is Ried-Hat along
Fi. By using the condition wilFi = 0 we can determine another Hermitian metrie
along Fi. Then by using a good retraction we extend the definitions in a tubular
neighborhood of D. Thus we get a background metrie whose Rieei eurvature decays
with any presedbed order. Then basieally the same analysis as in [BK2] shows the
existenee of the solution to the equation

with decay estimates at infinity. Henee the background metrie eonstrueted M above
yields a good approximation of the above Ried-Hat metrie.

5.4. Induction

(5.4.1) We generalize Theorem (5.3.1) to the case of arbitrary rank by induetion
on r = rank(GIK). Let GIK be an irreducible Riemannian symmetrie spaee of
compact type and ceIK C its eomplexifieation. Let X be the eanonieal eompact
ifieation of GC IK C and D = Ur=1 Di the divisor at infinity as in (5.1.6-8). Let
i. = {it,i2 ,··· ,ik} C {1,2,··· ,r}. Theorem 5.1.8 ([DP]) and Proposition (5.1.8)
imply that there exists a blowing down

of Di = D it ... i,. = Di l n ... n Di,.. On Di, ITi is a ce-equivariant fibration- - -

where Pi is the parabolie subgroup of GC generated by B and root subgroups U±a for
roots °' with (0', J.lU = 0, where J.l1. = J.lit ···i,. = J.li1 +... + J.li,.. The fiber F1. = Fil ··· i,.
of II1. is the eanonical compactification of the symmetrie variety Li t ••• i,. IK il ...i,. of
rank r - k. Set

The anticanonicalline bundle of ce/Pi is an ample homogeneous line bundle L_ Xi

with Xi = Xit.··i,. the sum of all simple roots which are not orthogonal to J.li. Note- -
that Xi is a special weight. Since Xi is a character of Pi, Xi is orthogonal to all roots- - - -°' with (0', J.liJ = O. This implies that Xi is a sum of nonnegative multiples of J.lip

(i p Ei). As in (5.1.10) we define

r r

J.l = Ldi(ai - af) = 2 Lai.
i=1 i= 1

Now we consider the case that ! consists of one element i. As Xi is a special weight,
we can write

r

Xi = L 2aijaj

j=1
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wi th aij E Q. Because each entry of (aij) is a positive multipIe of an entry of the
inverse matrix of the Cartan matrix ((Oi, 0 j)) of an irredueible symmetrie space
GIK, we have 'Vaij > O. From the definition of di , we have

r

Laij = dj.
i=1

(5.4.2) Let i. = {i1,'" ,ik} be a.s in (5.4.1) and j = {j), ... ,j/} the eomplement
of i. in {1, 2,' .. ,r} (k + I = r). We derive the reiathre antieanonical bundle formula
for the fibration lli : Di -; GC IPi' The anticanonical bundle of Di = Dh n· .. nD ilo

is given by (following the rule described in (5.1.7))

J-1 + L(op - 0:) = J-1 + 2 LOp = 2 L(l + dp)ap + 2 LdqOq.
pEt pEt pEt qEi

The antieanonic.al bundle of ceIPi is given by the weight

r

Xi = LXI = LL 2a,pO p.
lEi lEi p=l

Set
df:= L akl·

15k5 r ,kEt

Then the relative anticanonical bundle of the fibration lli : Di -; ce/Pi is given by
the weight

2L(l + d~)op + 2L ~Oq.
pEt qEi

Hence the relative anticanonical bundle of the CC-equivariant fibration IIily : Y =
ce /P -; GC /Pi is given by -

r

2Ld~op.
p=l

On the other hand, the anticanonical bundie of GO / Pi.. is given by

r

Xi.. = L L 2a'pap
lEi.. p=1

r

= L(L 2alp)Op
p=l lEi..

r

= Ld~op,
p=1

whieh is equal to the weight corresponding to the relative antieanonieal bundle of
the OC-equivariant fibration IIj..ly : Y -+ GC / Pi' In partieular, we can prove the
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assertion (b) in (5.2.1). Indeed, the restrietion of wy to the fiber of the fibration
IIi Iy : Y -+ ce/Pi (i = 1,2) belongs to the anticanonical dass of of the fiber. This,
which is invariant tulder a transitive group action, is necessarily Kähler-Einstein.
In particular we have proved the assertion (b) in (5.2.1).

Now the btuldle 111 L_Xi is trivial along the fiber Fi. This implies L:'Ei L:;=l a,pop =
oalong Fi and so

La,pOp = - L a,qOq
l,pEi IEi,qEi

along Fi' Heuce if we set (aPq)p,qEi to be the inverse matrix of (apq)p,qEi and put

a~p := akp - L ak.a~tatp
",tEi

then we have
2 L(1 + d~)op + 2 L d~aq = 2 L(1 + ~)ap

pEt qEi pEi

along Fi' This is the anticanonical bundle fonnula of the fiber Fi'
In general, we have the following

Proposition. Let G be complez semisimple and Q c P two pambolics 0/ G. Set
X = G/Q and Y = P/Q. Then

Cl (Kxl )Iy = Cl (Kyl
).

A detailed proof will appear elesewhere.

(5.4.3) We here describe a combinatorial feature in the description of backgrotuld
metric. Let X be the canonical compactification of ce /K C of rank r and let
n = dimX. We set

. r-;-- 1
wi = w(alp;p = 1,'" ,rj 1 E !) = v -1aalog n .nr 11 1I 2a1P '

lEi p=l U p

This is a curvature fonn ofthe line blUldle L_Xi = OX(L:,EiL:;=1 a'pDp) and is a
sum. of nonnegative multiples of the pull-back of G-invariant Kähler metrics under
the blow down of Di

As in (5.2.1) we consider bifurcations of Kähler potentials and glue them by partition
of unity. To describe this procedure in general, it is very helpful to introduce a
standard (r - 1)-simplex with vertices (1], [2]" .. ,[r]. On each vertex we put a
Kähler potential

P([i» = Pd, ,'" ,d. = n~=l lI~i 11 2d;/n (Vi).
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FIGURE 2. Standard simplex and bifurcation of Kähler potentials
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For each (k -l)-simplex [i] = [i 1i2 ... i k ] we consider k (k)-ples of positive numbers
(dilip,di'lip,'" ,di,.ip ) (p = 1,," ,k) so that the following conditions are satisfied:

d·
Idiqip - ~q I (p = 1" .. ,k) are small

det(diqip )q,p=l, ... ,k -=I 0

(n - k + 1 )diqi 1 + L diqip = d iq (\:Ii q E .ü
ipEi,ip:;ci l

Associated to each (k - l)-simplex [1] = [i1 ••• i k ] is a Kähler potential

k

P([iJ) = L P( dil ip ' di'lip, ... l di ,. i p )

p=l

k 1

:= L rr k 1100 11 24;.;. rr. -lIa-II24,/n'
p=1 q=1 ''I 'E1..'

where j is the complement of i.. Next we put blunp fl.lllctions Pi on each (k - 1)
simple~ [i.] = [i t ••• i k ) so that the followings hold:
(i) all Pi are defined in a neighborhood of D = Ui=1 Di,
(ii) Pi =1 on D i outside a small neighborhood of UkfliDk n D i ,

(iii) Lall sub-simplexea Pi =1 in a Ileighborhood of D.
(iv) Pi vary monotonically with respect to the modulus of the coordinate Zip in Di-ip
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where Di is given by the equation Zi = 0 in Di,
- p-

(v) Pi are invariant under the action of G,
(vi) Pi are determined first on the corresponding subvariety Di and then extended
by good retractions.

Using Pi'S as gluing functions, we consider the potential on X - D

&11 8ub-simplexes

Just as in (5.2.1) we have a complete Kähler metric

defined on X - D = ce/K C
. We mayassume that f!(dij , ej) is G-invariant. We

set

/ I
f!(dij)n

:= og
TJI\r;

It follows from the construction of f!(dij) that / is bounded on X. As in (5.2.1),
we mayassume that for any complementary i and j:
(a) wi +Wj is a Kähler-Einstein metric on Y, -
(b) the restrietion of wi to the fibers of the fibration IIj Iy :Y -+ ce /Pj is Kähler-
Einstein (cf.(5.4.2)). --

As in (5.2.3) we can compute the volume form off!(dij ) along Y (using degeneracy
conditions of wi.'s). The result is:

It follows from the conditions satisfied by (di;, ej), the anticanonical bundle formula
for Y and the G-invariance of W ( d11 , • •• ,dr1 ) (i .e., the assertion (b) above) that

Raa/=o

holds along Y. Hence we mayassume that / == 0 along Y. As in rank two case, we
extend the definition of Hermitian metries on Ox(Dd in a neighborhood of D so
that / =0 on D and more strongly / vanishes also in the nonnal direction of each
Di in the k-th jet level (for any fixed k). This is done inductively as folIows. Let
i = (i 1,··· , i k ) and j its complement. Define P((k]) for k c i from two ingredients,
namely the Kähler p-otential P((kJ) and the condition

L GlpQp = - L GlqOq ,

l,pEi. 1Ei.,qEi

(formally) ,

by inserting this condition to the explicit expression of the Kähler potential P((kJ)
formally. The computation goes as follows. We replace the monomial
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n~~l lIeTkqll2dltqltp niE! IIUiIl2dj/n'

where {k1,'" ,kIki} = !s. c i and f is the complement of !s.. in {l, 2,'" ,r}, by the
following additive form

k d-
"'d- - 0- + "'...l.oL..J I q I p I q L..J J__ n
q=l JEl

(we have m monomials if {&] is a (m - l)-simplex) and then insert the condition.
We write C(1,!s..; k" i) for the coefficient of Oi (i E i. and k, E k). Then we have

C(i, kj k1 , i) > C(i, ki k" i) Vk, i= k1 , i E i·

Introduce then a positive nwnber e(i, kj i) by setting

and introduce a notation for the power lil-vector e(i,k): if A = TI; U;;lI:lG ; then

Now we follow the above procedure in the opposite direction to get a new monomial.
We execute the same procedure for each monomial which is contained in P({k))
and take the sumo We thus get some expression P((kJ) involving only !IeTill with
i E i. After carrying out this fonnal repla.cement, we consider the following "Kähler
potential "on Fi:

PiJdi;) := L PiukP({k))e(i,!).
kCi

Here we have used the above notation for a lil-vector e(i, .k). Note that {PY jek is
again a partition of unity on Fi' From this data, for a subsimplex i of ({1l ... [r)), we

get a similar system (di1 ip, . .. ,dil. ip) as before. From the defini tion, the condition
(*) is again fulfilled, for instance we have

(n--k+1)d- - +l.. Iqll

i p:f; i 1 ,ipEi'

for all suh-simplexes i' C i. with df
q

as in (5.4.2) and i.. the complement of i·
The (1,1)-form

defined on Pj is a complete Kähler metric on Fj - L:iEi Fj n Di. From the an
ticanonical b~dle formula (see (5.4.2)) of the fiber Pi' thi; metric has the same
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strueture as n(dij ) defined on X - D. Indeed, it follows from definitions that the
KähIer potential Pi (dij ) is eonstrueted by considering the bifureation of

1

II 11 · 112dT Ini... e' U I qI q 1 q

at infinity.

(5.4.4) We eonstruct a ba.ckgrOWld metrie. The basic observation here is that
along Fi the volume form of n(dij) is written as folIows:

(
wn-I!l-ni,-l IdZi12 ) ( 1 ) ( 1 )

Il~=1 110";1/2.1;- QIz;12 IliE! 110"; 11 2dt Il jEt 1I00j I12dJ-2d}
x (some smooth funetion involving Il U j 11 for j E iJ

/\ (yClaaPiJdij»ni,+1

HereJhe expression wn-lil-ni,-l stands for a puB-back of aG-invariant volume form
on GO/Pi.

I nduction Step. Suppose that we can determine 11 U j I1 (j E j) so that yCTaa-Pj (dij )
ia a complete Rieci-Hat Kähler metric on Fi. As we are wo~king on Pi, we may use- -
the relation

aj = - L aj'a,iai.
lEj)Ei

This implies that once we have determined Hermitian metries for Ox(Dd for i E 1.,
we can- determine those for Ox(Dj) for j E i by the above relation. As the aalog
of the first three faetors of the above volume form is cohomologically zero, we can
determine Hermitian metries for 0 x(Dj) so that the Rieci-fonn is identieally zero
on Fi.

Now we examine the above process. The Hermitian metries for Ox(Dd are
already determined along the Wlique closed orbit Y. Next eonsider DI ...~ ... r where
i means i removed. Set i. = (1,·'· ,i,'.· ,r) with ! = (i) the complement. Direct
eomputation shows that

holds on Fi... Thus

(
1 )~ni(dij ) = yClaa ;. L

IIO'dl2
i

and Cl (Fi..) = (1 +df)[Fi n Dil. Hence, as in (5.2.6-7), the Hermitian metrie lIuill
is extended to all Pi.. so that ni..(dij) is a Ricci-flat complete Kähler metric on
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Fj - Fj n Di. Next, tbe consequence of Section 5.2 implies that, for any j with
i - {p: q} the complement, there exists a function Uj (witb decay condition at
infinity) on Fi.. - Pi.. n (Dp U Dq ) such that -

Pi(dij ) + R8ßui.

is a complete Ricci-flat Kähler metric on Fj - Fj n(Dp U D q ). This implies that the
Hermitian metrics on 0 x (D p ) and 0 x (Dqf are ;xtended along Fi so tbat the Kähler

potential Pi(dij) is Ricci-flat on the affine part of Fi' Thus f = log(S1(dij )n /TJI\r;) =
oalong Fi.: The same argument as in (5.2.6-8) implies that the Hermitian metrics
are extended nicely in 8. tubular neigbborhood of any F!. (1&1 = r - 3) such that F!.
contains Pj ,Pj and Pj as the divisors at infinity, where Fj. are fibers in some-1 -2 .:." _

Dj. with Ij.1 = r - 2. Next we try to solve-. ~

(S11.(dij ) + Raäu.0 n = Ricci-flat volwne form

on Fi.' where l is the complement of lf. Completely tbe same analysis as in (5.3) can
be applied to show that there exists a solution with decay estimates. And we have
f =0 along Fit:. In this way (solving the Monge-Ampere equations along fibers and
extending the Hermitian metrics by using good retractions) the inductive arguments
on rank(G/ K) show that there exists a backgrotuld metric of the fonn S1(dij) with
the decay condition on f (of any order). Again by analysis in (5.3) we get a solution
to

(S1(dij) + Raäu)n = 1] 1\ fj = e-fn(dij)n

with decay estimates (at infinity). We thus have proved Theorem (1.1) in the
introduction; more precisely we have proved

Theorem. Let (X, D) be the eanonical campaetijication 0/ asymmetrie variety
CO/ K C 0/ any rank r with D = Ui=t Di the divisor at infinity. Let n = dim X.
Determine positive rationals di by setting Cl (X) = L:~=l (1 + di)[Di]. Then there
exists a G-intJariant Ricei-fiat complete Kähler metric 0/ the form

Raap(dij) +Raau

where P (dij) is a K ähler potential eonstrueted basically /rom

1

n;=l lIui 11 2d;In
together with bifurcation along Di for any i C {1, 2" .. ,r} described by the param
eters (di;), and u satisfies a uniform estimate on X - D and decay estimates (at
injinity).
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